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Phase transitions of random constraint satisfaction
problems

Allan Sly

Abstract. Random constraint satisfaction problems, such as the ran-
dom K-SAT model and colourings of random graphs naturally emerge
in the study of combinatorics and theoretical computer science. Ideas
from statistical physics describe a series of phase transitions these mod-
els undergo as the density of constraints increases. Throughout we will
focus on the example of the maximal independent set of a random reg-
ular graph as a simple example of this phenomena and then conclude
by describing the additional technical challenges needed to establish the
Satisfiability Conjecture for large K.
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1. Introduction

In this paper we will describe the theory behind different phase transi-
tions that random constraint satisfaction problems are predicted to undergo
and the progress that has been made in proving some of these predictions.
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In particular we will discuss the one-step replica symmetry breaking (1RSB)
universality class of models which each are believed to undergo the same se-
quence of transitions as the density of constraints grows. Questions of inter-
est include how many constraints a random constraint satisfaction problem
can have while still being satisfiable (the satisfiability threshold), how many
satisfying assignments of the variables there are, the geometry of how the
solutions are arranged and the algorithmic question of finding solutions effi-
ciently. These problems have been extensively studied in probabilistic com-
binatorics and theoretical computer science [2,9,27,33,34,51] but ideas orig-
inating from the statistical mechanics of disordered systems have dramati-
cally advanced the subject. Beginning with the study of spin glasses, partic-
ularly the work of Parisi on the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model [37, 44, 45],
a mean field model, these ideas have been adapted to the sparse setting
where they give a comprehensive description of the different phase transi-
tions [32,35,38,41].

A constraint satisfaction problem or CSP consists of a set of variables
subject to a collection of constraints. A random constraint satisfaction prob-
lem is a CSP where the collection of constraints are chosen randomly from
some distribution. We will focus on four random CSPs: colourings, indepen-
dent sets, K-SAT and NAESAT. The first two are simple examples from
combinatorics. In a proper q-colouring of a graph, the variables are the
colours of the vertices and the edges are the constraints, that is that neigh-
bouring vertices must have different colours. So a random colouring of a
random graph, such as on an Erdos Renyi random graph G(n, d/n) or a
random d-regular graph, are random CSPs.

Another variant of CSPs is to find the satisfying assignment that max-
imizes some objective function. A natural example of this is the maximal
independent set question. An independent set of a graph G = (V,E) is a
subset I ⊂ V such that no two vertices of I share an edge. Independent sets
of large density on random d-regular graphs (when d is large) are believed
to undergo the same series of phase transitions.

The final two random CSPs are models of random Boolean formulas.
The random K-SAT model gives a random Boolean formula over n Boolean
variables x = (x1 . . . , xn) ∈ {T, F}n. Its clauses or constraints are formed by
taking the OR of K of the variables or their negations chosen uniformly at
random e.g. (x1∨¬x7∨x9). The formula is then formed by taking the AND
of αn clauses chosen independently. A solution, or satisfying assignment is
a vector x such that the formula evaluates to true or equivalently that all
the constraints evaluate to true. We say the formula is satisfiable when there
exists at least one satisfying assignment.

The final model is random K-NAESAT meaning “not all equal” SAT.
This is simply a modification of a random K-SAT formula where we ask that
both x and its negation satisfy the formula. Equivalently in each clause at
least one term must evaluate to true and at least one to false, hence the name
not-all-equal. This shares similar properties to K-SAT but has additional
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symmetries which have made it more tractable. In many instances, it is the
first 1RSB model for which various prediction are established.

It will be very useful to consider the behaviour of a random solution to
a CSP, the distribution of which can be described as a spin system on the
underlying graph. We will begin with some preliminaries on spin systems,
particularly spin systems on trees as they play a crucial role in the theory.
We will then focus on computing the free energy of spin systems on random
graphs, in particular on the relationship between fixed points of the belief
propagation equations and computing the moments of the partition function.
With these computations we will see how clustering naturally emerges as an
obstacle to computing thresholds and then describe the way in which clusters
of random CSP solutions can themselves be recast as a spin system. In
Section 8 we explain the series of phase transitions the 1RSB class of models
are predicted to undergo. We demonstrate such a threshold in Section 9
where we describe the proof of the size of the maximal independent set for
a random d-regular graph. Finally in Section 10 we give, at a high level, the
main ideas of the proof of the satisfiability threshold for random K-SAT
when K is large.

2. Preliminaries

In this theory it is often useful to consider a random solution of the
CSP which leads us to the study of spin systems. These models, also called
graphical models or Markov random fields in some areas, are a broad class
of stochastic processes on networks giving a probability distribution on X V

for some (usually) discrete set X , satisfying a local Markov property. Let us
take the example of a random uniformly chosen independent set which we
consider as an element σ ∈ {0, 1}V where σu is the indicator that u is in the
independent set. We can write this as

P[σ] =
1

Z

∏
u∼v

I(σuσv = 0)

where the normalizing constant Z, called the partition function, is in this
case simply the number of independent sets. Of course we will be interested
in larger independent sets so it is useful to give larger weight to larger
independent sets. The Hardcore Model is a distribution over independent
sets given by

P[σ] =
1

Zλ
λ
∑

u σu
∏
u∼v

I(σuσv = 0)

This is a special case of a more general collection of models called spin
systems. These are distributions over X V of the form

(2.1) μ(σ) =
1

Z

∏
u∈V

ψu(σu)
∏

(u,v)∈E
ψu,v(σu, σv)
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where {ψu}u∈V and {ψu,v}(u,v)∈E are non-negative functions on X and X 2

respectively. In most cases we will consider homogeneous spin systems where
the ψu (resp. ψu,v) do not depend on the vertex u (resp. edge (u, v)). In
each case the partition function Z is the normalizing constant to make the
distribution a probability measure. The value σu at the vertex u is called
the spin at u.

2.1. Markov random field property. Spin systems share a spatial
Markov property. If A ⊂ V we write the exterior boundary of A as

∂A := {v ∈ V \A : ∃u ∈ A, (u, v) ∈ E}.
The Markov Random Field Property says that to understand the conditional
distribution of σ on A given the rest of the configuration it is enough to know
σ on ∂A. That is, for any x ∈ X V ,

(2.2) P[σA = xA | σAc = xAc ] = P[σA = xA | σ∂A = x∂A].

The distribution of σA given σ∂A = x∂A is simply the spin system on A∪∂A
with the spins on ∂A fixed to x∂A. It may be the case, for example for colour-
ings, that not every boundary condition gives rise to configurations with
positive probability. We call a spin system permissive if for every boundary
condition on ∂A, there is a configuration of A with positive probability. The
hardcore model is permissive because the empty independent set always has
positive probability.

2.2. Infinite graphs. So far we have only defined the model on finite
graphs and in general (2.1) only makes sense on finite graphs but taking local
weak limits of spin systems on random graphs leads to models on infinite
trees. The definition is extended to infinite graphs via the Markov Random
Field Property from equation (2.2). On an infinite graph V with a set of
weights {ψu}, {ψu,v} a measure μ on X V is an infinite Gibbs measure for the
spin system if for any finite A ⊂ V ,

μ[σA = xA | σAc = xAc ] = μ[σA = xA | σ∂A = x∂A]

holds and the conditional distribution is given by (2.1) on the finite graph
A ∪ ∂A. This is called the DLR property for Dobrushin–Lanford–Ruelle.
We will particularly be interested in the Gibbs measures on infinite trees,
particularly the infinite d-regular tree which we denote by T d.

3. Spin systems on trees

As trees are the local weak limits of random graphs, spin systems on
trees play a major role in understanding spin systems on random graphs.
The Markov property is particularly useful here as conditional on the spin
at one vertex, it’s neighbours are conditionally independent. This condi-
tional independence makes the models amenable to recursive calculations of
marginals.
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Let T be a finite tree rooted at ρ with children u1, . . . , ud and let T ′ be
the graph with the edges at ρ removed. We will let PG denote the Gibbs
measure on a graph G. We will relate the marginal of ρ in T in terms of the
marginal of the ui in the forest T ′ which will give an efficient method for
recursively calculating marginal distributions.

Let Ti be the subtree rooted at ui and let mui→ρ(xi) = PTi [σui = xi]
denote the marginal of ui in Ti. In the graph T ′ subtrees Ti are discon-
nected and so their spins are independent. Then summing over all the spin
configurations on ρ and the ui,

ZT =
∑
x∈X

ψ(x)
∑

{xi}∈X d

d∏
i=1

ψ(x, xi)mui→ρ(xi)ZTi

=
∑
x∈X

ψ(x)

d∏
i=1

⎛
⎝∑

xi∈X
ψ(x, xi)mui→ρ(xi)ZTi

⎞
⎠

and

(3.1) PT [σρ = xρ] =
ψ(xρ)

∏d
i=1

(∑
xi∈X ψ(xρ, xi)mui→ρ(xi)

)
∑

x′∈X ψ(x′)
∏d

i=1

(∑
xi∈X ψ(x′, xi)mui→ρ(xi)

)
Building up from the leaves this gives an algorithm to determine the mar-
ginal at the root. We can formalize this in terms of what are called message

passing algorithms. Let
−→
E be the set of directed edges in the graph. For

(u, v) ∈ −→
E we write

mu→v(xu) := PT\(u,v)[σu = xu]

where T \(u, v) is the tree T with the edge (u, v) removed. This is interpreted
as the message from u telling v what it believes its marginal is removing the
effect of v. When u is a leaf of the tree,

mu→v(xu) =
ψ(xu)∑

x′∈X ψ(x′)
.

The beliefs on internal edges can be calculated by applying the same rea-
soning as in equation (3.1),

mu→v(xu) =
ψ(xu)

∏
w∈∂u\v

(∑
xw∈X ψ(xu, xw)mw→u(xi)

)
∑

x′∈X ψ(x′)
∏

w∈∂u\v
(∑

xw∈X ψ(x′, xw)mw→u(xi)
)

=: BP [{mw→u}w∈∂u\v](xu).
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The function BP is called the belief propagation function. For a more in
depth discussion of belief propagation see [36]. The marginal distribution at
a vertex is simply

PT [σv = xv] = BP [{mu→v}u∈∂v](xu)
The partition function of the spin system on the tree can also be readily
calculated from the belief propagation messages. Defining the vertex and
edge terms as follows

Φv = log
∑
x∈X

ψ(xv)
d∏

i=1

⎛
⎝ ∑

xui∈X
ψ(xv, xui)m(xui→v)

⎞
⎠

Φ(v,u) = log
∑

x,x′∈X
ψ(x, x′)mu→v(x)mv→u(x

′),

which correspond to the change in logZ of removing a vertex v ∈ V or and
edge (v, u) ∈ E respectively. Then the log partition can be written as [36],

(3.2) logZGn =
∑
v∈V

Φv −
∑

(u,v)∈E
Φ(u,v).

While this formula is valid only for trees, an important heuristic from physics
is the assumption that it holds in many cases on locally treelike graphs.

A set of messages {ru→v}(u,v)∈−→E is a BP-fixed point if

(3.3) ru→v = BP [{rw→u}w∈∂u\v]

for all (u, v) ∈ −→
E . Our construction show that on a tree this is unique.

However, on an infinite tree or a graph with cycles there may be multiple
BP-fixed points

On an infinite graph each set of BP messages {ru→v} defines a Gibbs
measure. The distribution of σA for a finite connected set A ⊂ V is given by

μr[σA = xA]

=
1

Z

∑
x∂A∈X∂A

∏
u∼v

u∈∂A,v∈A

ru→v(xu)ψ(xu, xv)
∏
v∈A

ψ(xv)
∏
v∼v′
v,v′∈A

ψ(xv, xv′)

which can be verified to satisfy the properties of a Gibbs measure. The effect
of the measure outside of A∪ ∂A is to change ψu with ru→v(xu) on ∂A. We
will let μr denote the Gibbs measure generated from the BP-fixed point r.

A special case of a BP-fixed point in a d-regular tree T d is when all the
messages in the tree are constant and

(3.4) m = BP [m×d−1]

where m×d−1 = m, . . . ,m denotes d − 1 copies of m. We will call this a
translation invariant BP-fixed point or TIFP. For any homogeneous spin
system there is always a TIFP by the Brouwer fixed-point theorem and gives
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rise to a translation invariant Gibbs measure. In the case of the hardcore
model, the BP fixed point equation is

(3.5) BP [m](1) =
λ(1−m(1))d

1 + λ(1−m(1))d
.

Since this is a decreasing function of m(1) there is a unique TIFP.
The Gibbs measure correspond to a TIFP has a simple description as a

broadcast model on T d. A broadcast model is a random spin configuration on
the tree given by the following Markov model. Let M be a X × X -Markov
transition matrix M , reversible with respect to ν. Then the broadcast model
on T given by M chooses the state of the root σρ according to ν and then
the state of children is assigned as P[σu = y | σu+ = x] = Mxy where u+

is the parent of u. Thus along each path in the tree, the states are given
by the Markov chain with transition M in stationarity. Reversibility means
that the distribution does not depend on the location of the root.

For a TIFP with BP fixed point m the law of the root is given by

ν(x) = BP [m×d](x)

and the transition matrix is

Mxy =
m(y)ψ(x, y)∑

y′∈X m(y′)ψ(x, y′)
.

4. Reconstruction threshold

The reconstruction problem asks whether distant spins provide informa-
tion about the state at the root or in its neighbourhood under some Gibbs
measure μ. We let B� be the set of vertices at distance at most 	 from the
root ρ and S� = {u : d(u, ρ) = 	} denote the vertices at distance exactly 	.
For a finite set A ⊂ V , we write

nA,�(xA) = μ(σA = xA | σBc
�
).

Since σBc
�
is a random variable, so is nA,�. Note that for large enough 	 we

have that A ⊂ B� and so by the Markov Random Field Property nA,�(xA) =
μ(σA = xA | σS�

). Furthermore, nA,� is a bounded backwards martingale so
converges almost surely,

nA,�(xA)
a.s→ nA(xA).

Taking expected values,

EnA(xA) = EnA,�(xA) = lim
�

nA,�(xA) = μ(σA = xA).

If nA(xA) were always identically equal to μ(σA = xA) then distant spins
provide no information asymptotically about σA. If this holds for all A then
we say that the reconstruction problem is non-solvable for μ. It is also equiv-
alent to tail-triviality of the Gibbs measure which we describe as follows.
Conversely if for some xA,

P[nA(xA) �= μ(σA = xA)] > 0
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then we say that the reconstruction problem is solvable. At the same time
we may construct a random BP-fixed point derived from σ as follows. We
set

m(0)
u→v(x) = I(σu = x)

and

m(t)
u→v(x) = BP [{m(t−1)

u′→u(x)}u′∈∂u\v],

that is m
(t)
u→v is the conditional distribution of u in the tree T \ (u, v) with

a boundary condition on at depth t from u given by σ. The distribution of
the spins on an edge given the spins at distance t is

1

Z
m(t)

u→v(xu)m
(t)
v→u(xv)ψ(xu, xv)

Since this converges to n(u,v)(xu, xv) we must have that m
(t)
u→v and m

(t)
v→u

converge as t → ∞. We denote this limit mu→v = mσ
u→v which by con-

struction must be a BP-fixed point. The probability nA can be constructed
as

nA(xA) =
1

Z

∑
x∂A

∏
u∈A

ψ(xu)
∏
u∼v
u,v∈A

ψ(xu, xv)
∏
u∼v

u∈∂A,v∈A

mu→v(xu)ψ(xu, xv).

An equivalent formulation of solvability of the reconstruction problem is
extremality of Gibbs measures [42]. Recall that any convex combination of
Gibbs measures is also a Gibbs measures. We say a Gibbs measure is extremal
or pure if it cannot be written as a non-trivial convex combination of other
Gibes measures. This decomposition will be important as we consider the
clustering of solutions of random constraint satisfaction problems.

4.1. Reconstruction for the colouring model. In the colouring
model it may be the case that the boundary condition exactly determines
the value at the root which is called freezing. When the boundary is at depth
one this corresponds to all the other colours appearing among the children
of the root, leaving the colour of the root as the only possibility. We write
p� for the depth 	 freezing probability,

p� := P[m
(�)
ρ→ρ+

(x) = 1 | σρ = x],

which by symmetry does not depend on x. Given a boundary condition at
depth 	, Bin(d, p�−1) of the children of ρ can be determined exactly.

Having all colours appear among the children is an instance of the coupon
collector problem. Let f(n,m) denote the probability that after m IID sam-
ples drawn uniformly from n possible ‘coupons’ that all n have appeared at
least once. The well known theorem for the coupon collector problem is that
for any δ > 0,

f(n, (1 + δ)n log n) → 1, f(n, (1− δ)n log n) → 0
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as n → ∞. If m of the children of the root are known exactly, then the state
of the root is known with probability f(q − 1,m). Thus

pn = E[f (q − 1,Bin(d, pn−1))]

If d ≥ (1 + ε)q log q then for large enough q and δ > 0 sufficiently small,

P[Bin(d, 1− δ) ≥ (1 + ε/2)q log q] ≥ 1− δ/2,

and

f (q − 1, (1 + ε/2)q log q) ≥ 1− δ

1− δ/2
.

Thus if pn−1 ≥ 1− δ then

pn ≥ E[f (q − 1,Bin(d, 1− δ))] ≥ 1− δ,

and inf pn ≥ 1− δ which implies the reconstruction problem is solvable [42]
since the root is frozen with probability bounded away from 0. Conversely
if d ≤ q log q it can be shown that there is non-reconstruction for large q so
q log q gives the correct asymptotics [47].

5. Free energy and the Ising model on random graphs

A key quantity in the analysis of spin systems and random CSPs is the
free energy, the normalized log-partition function

Φ = lim
n→∞

1

n
logZn

assuming the limit exists. We will discuss two related methods for evaluating
the free energy, the cavity method and moments. We will begin with the
cavity method which is a non-rigourous method from statistical mechanics
which can be made rigorous in some cases and gives correct predictions in
many others.

A sequence of graphs Gn is locally treelike if for all 	,

1

n
#{v : B�(v) is a tree} → 1.

We will consider methods for evaluating the free energy of a d-regular locally
treelike sequence of graphs which have the infinite d-regular tree as the local
weak limit. The classic example of such a sequence is random d-regular
graphs. Consider the following operation for removing two vertices of the
graph. Start with the graph G = Gn, pick two vertices ρ, ρ′ uniformly at
random and remove them to form the graph G− with n − 2 vertices, 2d
of which have degree d − 1 (note we are removing two vertices in case d
is odd). Choosing a uniform perfect matching of these vertices we add d
edges to form Gn−2, a d-regular graph on n − 2 vertices. If Gn is chosen
from the configuration model, then so is Gn−2. If we only assume that Gn is
locally treelike then the following lemma (a small variation of Proposition 3.3
of [20]) shows that after many iterations of this operation, it remains locally
treelike.
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Lemma 1. For all δ, 	 > 0 and 0 < α < 1, there exists δ′, 	′ > 0 such
that the following holds. If Gn is a graph satisfying

1

n
#{v ∈ Gn : B�′(v) is a tree in Gn} ≥ 1− δ′,

then with high probability for each k ∈ [0, 1−α
2 n],

1

|Gn−2k|
#{v ∈ Gn−2k : B�(v) is a tree in Gn−2k} ≥ 1− δ.

Now suppose that the local weak limit of the graph Gn and a configura-
tion σ from the spin system ψ is a Gibbs measure μ on the infinite d-regular
tree given by an extremal TIFP with message m. If u1, . . . , ud are the neigh-
bours of ρ then for large 	, extremality means that the distribution of σρ∪∂ρ
is almost independent of σS�(ρ) and

P[σρ∪∂ρ = xρ∪∂ρ | S�(ρ)] ≈
ψ(xρ)

∏d
i=1 (ψ(xρ, xui)m(xui))∑

x′∈X ψ(x′)
∏d

i=1

(∑
x′
ui

∈X ψ(x′, xui)m(xui)
) .

Then provided d(ρ, ρ′) > 2	+ 2,

P[σρ∪∂ρ = xρ∪∂ρ, σρ′∪∂ρ′ = x′ρ′∪∂ρ′ ]

= EP[σρ∪∂ρ = xρ∪∂ρ, σρ′∪∂ρ′ = x′ρ′∪∂ρ′ | S�(ρ), S�(ρ
′)]

= EP[σρ∪∂ρ = xρ∪∂ρ | S�(ρ)]P[σρ′∪∂ρ′ = x′ρ′∪∂ρ′ | S�(ρ
′)]

≈ P[σρ∪∂ρ = xρ∪∂ρ]P[σρ′∪∂ρ′ = x′ρ′∪∂ρ′ ]

where the second equality used the Markov Random Field property. Thus
the distribution in the local negibourhoods of ρ and ρ′ are asymptotically
independent and we can calculate the effect of the change in the partition
function from Gn to Gn−2. First note that since

PGn [σρ∪∂ρ = xρ∪∂ρ] ∝ ψ(xρ)

d∏
i=1

(ψ(xρ, xui)m(xui))

we have that

PG− [σ∂ρ = x∂ρ] =

d∏
i=1

m(xui).

Then we define the effect on the partition function of removing a vertex
from a tree with messages m as

Φvertex(m) := log
∑
xρ∈X

ψ(xρ)

d∏
i=1

⎛
⎝ ∑

xui∈X
ψ(xρ, xui)m(xui)

⎞
⎠

Applying this to the neighbourhood of ρ and ρ′ and the fact that they are
approximately independent we have that

log
ZGn

Z− = 2Φvertex(m) + o(1)
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Similarly the effect of removing an edge is

Φedge(m) := log
∑

x,x′∈X
ψ(x, x′)m(x)m(x′),

and so removing d edges from Gn−2 to form G− we have that

log
ZGn−2

Z− = dΦedge(m) + o(1).

Together we get that

logZGn − logZGn−2 = 2Φvertex − dΦedge + o(1).

Writing this as a telescoping sum, and using the fact that Gn−2k remain
locally treelike,

logZGn = logZαn +

1−α
2

n∑
k=1

logZGn−2(k−1)
− logZGn−2k

= logZαn +
1− α

2
n (2Φvertex − dΦedge) + o(n).

The log partition function logZαn is O(αn) as it is a sum of |X |αn terms

each of which has magnitude eO(αn). Thus taking α → 1 the free energy is
given by

(5.1) Φ = lim
n

1

n
logZGn = Φvertex(m)− d

2
Φedge(m),

which is the analogue of the formula for the tree (3.2). When there is a unique
Gibbs measure this formula determines the free energy. But what if there
are multiple Gibbs measures, which one is the right one? In general there
is no recipe to decide but the case of the Ising model is instructive [18, 29].
The BP message for the Ising model letting y = mu→v(+)− 1

2 gives

y = BP [m, . . . ,m]− 1

2

=
((12 + y)eβ + (12 − y)e−β)d

((12 + y)eβ + (12 − y)e−β)d + ((12 + y)eβ + (12 − y)e−β)d
− 1

2

=
1
2(1 + 2y tanhβ)d − 1

2(1− 2y tanhβ)d

(1 + 2y tanhβ)d + (1− 2y tanhβ)d
=: f(y).

The fixed point y = f(y) has a unique fixed point when 0 ≤ β ≤ tanh−1 1
d−1 .

The unique fixed point is y = 0 so there is a unique TIFP and in fact a unique
Gibbs measure. When β > tanh−1 1

d−1 there are three fixed points, y−, 0 and
y+ which each correspond to TIFPs, μ− � μf � μ+. Using monotonicity
argument specific to the ferromagnetic Ising model it is known [40] that
the local weak limit in this case is 1

2μ− + 1
2μ+. While not extremal, the
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calculations of (5.1) still hold and with m+ = y+ + 1
2 ,

Φβ,0 = lim
h↓0

Φβ,h

= log
(
(m+e

β + (1−m+)e
−β)d + (m+e

−β + (1−m+)e
β)d

)
− d

2
log

(
(m2

+ + (1−m+)
2)eβ + 2m+(1−m+)e

−β
)
.

For the antiferromagnetic Ising model, the picture is much less complete.
When −β ≤ tanh−1 1

d−1 there is a unique Gibbs measure and equation (5.1)
gives the free energy. However, at low enough temperatures the value of the
free energy remains open.

In establishing the free energy for the Ferromagnetic Ising Model, the
argument crucially used monotonicty in the FK-model. This does not hold
for the antiferromagnetic Ising model, as it does not have a representation in
the Fortuin Kasteleyn model. In fact establishing an expression for the free
energy remains an open problem. Why is it different? Consider the “ground
state” the state with the highest probability. In the ferromagnetic model this
is simply the all plus and all minus states. In the limit at β → ∞ most of the
mass of the distribution goes to states close to the ground states. The ground
states for the antiferromagnetic Ising model correspond to the partition of
the vertices with the greatest number of edges between the groups. This
corresponds to the random CSP called the MAX-CUT problem, which on a
general graph is NP-hard to find. In the case of the random regular graph
the empirical distribution of the ground state remains open.

Now consider the anti-ferromagnetic Ising model. Recall there is a unique
translation invariant measure with mu→v(+) = 1

2 . Then

(5.2) P[xu = xv] =
1
2e

β

1
2e

β + 1
2e

−β
=

1

2
+

1

2
tanhβ.

As β → −∞, we have P[xu = xv] → 0 so this local weak limit would
correspond to an almost equal split of the vertices with very few edges
between the two halves. In fact large d the asymptotics of the MAXCUT on
a random regular graph were determined in [19] as

lim
n

1

n
MAXCUT(G) =

d

4
+ c	d

1/2 + o(d1/2)

for some known constant c	 derived from the Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model.
For large d the maximal cut is just over half the number of edges so this
fact, together with equation (5.2) establish that for large β the translation
invariant Gibbs measure is not the local weak limit of the anti-ferromagnetic
Ising model for large d (less precise asymptotics imply that it is not the limit
for small d as well).
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6. Moments

One of the most powerful methods for understanding spin systems on
random graphs is calculating moments of their expected partition function.
For a configuration x ∈ X V we will write the edge empirical density as

hx(x, x
′) =

1

dn

∑
u∈V

∑
u′∈∂u

I(xu = x, xu′ = x′)

and the vertex empirical density

hx(x) =
∑
x′∈X

hx(x, x
′) =

1

n

∑
u∈V

I(xu = x).

Clear hx is non-negative, symmetric and sums to 1. Let H ⊂ [0, 1]X
2
be the

set of such functions. Let Hn be the set of such functions taking values a
n

for a ∈ Z which is the set of empirical distributions that can be achieved
on a graph. Taking into account the degrees of freedom by the symmetry

conditions, Hn � n(
|X|+1

2 )−1.
Let Ah ⊂ X V be the set of configurations with edge empirical density

h. Next we will calculate the expected size of Ah under the d-regular con-
figuration model. The number of ways to assign states to the n vertices
is

n!∏
x∈X (h(x)n)!

.

Next, for each half edge we assign it a state indicating the states of the
opposite vertex which can be done in∏

x∈X

(dh(x)n)!∏
x′∈X (dh(x, x

′)n)!

ways. When matching edges according to the configuration model, each half
edge of type (x, x′) must be matched with one of type (x′, x). The number
of such matchings is∏

x∈X
(dh(x, x)n− 1)!!

∏
x′ 	=x

√
(dh(x, x′)n)!,

where the square root comes from double counting (x, x′) and (x′, x). The
total number of matchings is (dn− 1)!! so overall

E|Ah| =
1

(dn− 1)!!

n!∏
x∈X (h(x)n)!

∏
x∈X

(dh(x)n)!∏
x′∈X (dh(x, x

′)n)!

·
∏
x∈X

(dh(x, x)n− 1)!!
∏
x′ 	=x

√
(dh(x, x′)n)!.(6.1)

By Stirling’s Approximation m! ≈
√
2πme−mmm and

(2m− 1)!! =
(2m)!

2mm!
≈

√
2e−m(2m)m.
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Substituting this into (6.1), after counting the number of factor of
√
n, all

the exponentials cancel out and we have

E|Ah| � n− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) 1

(dn)dn/2
nn∏

x∈X (h(x)n)
h(x)n

·
∏
x∈X

(dh(x)n)dh(x)n∏
x′∈X (dh(x, x

′)n)dh(x,x′)n

·
∏
x∈X

(dh(x, x)n)dh(x,x)n/2
∏
x′ 	=x

(dh(x, x′)n)dh(x,x
′)n/2

= n− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1)
∏
x∈X

h(x)(d−1)h(x)n
∏

(x,x′)∈X 2

h(x, x′)
dn
2
h(x,x′)

= n− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) exp

(
n

[
d

2
H(h)− (d− 1)H(h)

])
(6.2)

where H is the Shannon Entropy of a probability distribution where we view
h and h as probability vectors.

For a spin system with weights (ψ,ψ) the weight of a configuration
x ∈ Ah is∏

u∈V
ψ(xu)

∏
(u,u′)∈E

ψ(u, u′) = exp(n[< h, logψ > +
d

2
< h, logψ >]).

We will write

Zh = Zh,n,ψ,ψ :=
∑
x∈Ah

∏
u∈V

ψ(xu)
∏

(u,u′)∈E
ψ(u, u′)

and so

EZh � n− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) exp (nΦh)

where

Φh = Φh,ψ,ψ :=
d

2
H(h)− (d− 1)H(h)+ < h, logψ > +

d

2
< h, logψ >

We call Φh the empirical rate function and will omit ψ,ψ when the spin
system is clear.

Theorem 2 ([20]). The limit of the normalized log expected partition
function is given by

lim
n

1

n
logEZn = sup

h∈H
Φh.

Proof. The function Φh is continuous on H and so achieves its supre-
mum. Let h∗ be such an argmax and let hn be the element of Hn closest
to h∗. Then by continuity, |Φh∗ − Φhn | = o(1) and hence

lim
n

1

n
logEZn ≥ lim

n

1

n
logEZh∗,n ≥ Φh∗
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and

lim
n

1

n
logEZn = lim

n

1

n
log

∑
h∈Hn

EZh,n

≤ lim
n

1

n
log n

1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) exp (nΦh) = Φh,

since Hn � n(
|X|+1

2 )−1. �

Thus computing the expected moments is effectively reduced to finding
the maxima of Φh. In the following lemma we see that under mild assump-
tions the moment is determined up to a multiplicative constant.

Lemma 3. If Φh has a unique global maxima h∗ in the interior of H and
its Hessian D2Φh is negative definite at h∗ then

EZn � exp(nΦh∗).

Proof. Since the Hessian is negative definite at the maxima and H is
compact, there exist constants c1, c2 > 0 such that for all h ∈ H,

c1|h− h∗|2 ≤ Φh∗ − Φh ≤ c2|h− h∗|2.

Then since H is a
(|X |+1

2

)
− 1 dimensional subspace,

EZn ≥
∑
h∈Hn

|h−h∗|≤n− 1
2

EZh,n

≥ C
∑
h∈Hn

|h−h∗|≤n− 1
2

n− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) exp (nΦh)

≥ Cn− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) exp (nΦh∗ − c2)
∣∣∣{h ∈ Hn : |h− h∗| ≤ n− 1

2 }
∣∣∣

≥ C ′ exp (nΦh∗) .

For the upper bound

EZn =
∑
k≥0

∑
h∈Hn

kn− 1
2≤|h−h∗|<(k+1)n− 1

2

EZh,n

≤
∑
k≥0

Cn− 1
2
((|X|+1

2 )−1) exp
(
nΦh∗ − c1(k − 1)2

)
)

×
∣∣∣{h ∈ Hn : |h− h∗| ≤ n− 1

2 }
∣∣∣

≤ O (exp (nΦh∗))
∑
k≥0

k(
|X|+1

2 )−1 exp
(
−c1(k − 1)2

)
= O (exp (nΦh∗)) . �
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6.1. Maxima and BP fixed points. Next we show that the maxima,
and indeed all stationary points, of Φh correspond to TIFPs.

Theorem 4. If h is a stationary point of Φh then there exists a BP fixed
point m = BP [m] such that

(6.3) h(x, x′) =
1

zh
m(x)m(x′)ψ(x, x′)

where zh =
∑

x,x′ m(x)m(x′)ψ(x, x′) is a normalizing constant. Conversely,
any BP fixed point m corresponds to a stationary point of Φh.

We will give two proofs of this Theorem. The first from [21] is essentially
calculus while the second is more probabilistic but will yield additional in-
formation.

Proof. Let

TH := {δ ∈ R
X 2

: δ(x, x′) = δ(x′, x),
∑
x,x′

δ(x, x′) = 0},

be the set of vectors tangent to H. Then h is a stationary point if and only
if for all δ ∈ TH,

d

dt
Φh+δt |t=0= 0.

The derivative is given by

d

dt
Φh+δt |t=0=

d

2
< δ, logψ − log h > + < δ, logψ + (d− 1) log h >

where δ(x) =
∑

x′ δ(x, x′). Set λa = 1
2 log

h(a,a)
ψ(a,a) so h(a, a) = ψ(a, a) exp(λa+

λa). For a, b ∈ X let

δ′(x, x′) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
1, if x = x′ ∈ {a, b}
−1, if x = a, x′ = b or x = b, x′ = a

0, otherwise.

Since δ
′
= 0 we have that

0 =
d

dt
Φh+δ′t |t=0 =

d

2
< δ′, logψ − log h >

=
d

2

(
log

ψ(a, a)

h(a, a)
+ log

ψ(b, b)

h(b, b)
− 2 log

ψ(a, b)

h(a, b)

)

=
d

2

(
−2λa − 2λb − 2 log

ψ(a, b)

h(a, b)

)
and hence,

log
h(a, b)

ψ(a, b)
= λa + λb

and so

h(a, b) = ψ(a, b) exp(λa + λb).
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Then

logψ(x, x′)− log h(x, x′) = −λx − λx′

and hence by the symmetry of δ,

< δ, logψ − log h >= 2
∑
x

∑
x′

δ(x, x′)(−λx) = −2 < δ, λ > .

Substituting this into the derivative of Φh we have that

0 =
d

dt
Φh+δt |t=0=< δ,−dλ+ logψ + (d− 1) log h >

Now letm(x) be a probability vector withm(x) = eλx/z where z =
∑

x′ eλx′ .
We have that

log h(x) = log
∑
x′

ψ(x, x′) exp(λx + λx′) = λx + log
∑
x′

ψ(x, x′)m(x′)/z

and so

0 =
d

dt
Φh+δt |t=0

=
∑
x

δ(x)

(
−λx + logψ(x) + (d− 1) log

∑
x′

ψ(x, x′)m(x′)/z

)
.

This must hold for all vectors δ which sum to 0 and hence there exists a
constant C such that for all x ∈ X ,

−λx + logψ(x) + (d− 1) log
∑
x′

ψ(x, x′)m(x′)/z = C.

Taking an exponential this is equivalent to

m(x) ∝ ψ(x)

( ∑
x′

ψ(x, x′)m(x′)

)d−1

∝ BP [m]

and hence m(x) is a fixed point of the BP equations and

h(x, x′) ∝ ψ(x, x′)m(x)m(x′).

The converse follows similarly. �

We now given an alternative version of the theorem using a resampling
argument which additionally yields the desired behaviour of the Hessian
under conditions on the BP fixed point. This resampling scheme and variants
of it is at the heart of our approach to making moment calculations tractable.
It is a generalization of the scheme used in [48].

First let us introduce the annealed model where we take the random pair
(G, σ) where G is a d-regular graph and σ is a configuration with the weight

ν(G, σ) =
1

Z∗

∏
u∈V

ψ(xu)
∏

(u,u′)∈E
ψ(u, u′).
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Then since graphs are weighted uniformly, Z∗ = (dn − 1)!!EZG. Note that
the distribution of G under Pν is the size biased distribution on d-regular
random graphs.

Proposition 5. If � is a global maximizer of Φh then there exists a BP
fixed point m = BP [m] such that

(6.4) �(x, x′) =
1

z
m(x)m(x′)ψ(x, x′)

where z =
∑

x,x′ m(x)m(x′)ψ(x, x′) is a normalizing constant. If there exists
κ, δ > 0 such that

(6.5) |BP [m′]−m′| ≥ κ|m′ −m|
for all m′ such that |m′ −m| ≤ δ then D2Φ is negative definite in a neigh-
bourhood of �.

Proof. Suppose that � is a global maximizer of Φh and let � be the
marginal of �. We begin by choosing (G, σ) under Pν [· | hσ = �] the condi-
tional distribution that the edge empirical distribution is �.

Fix γ > 0 a small constant. We place some arbitrary ordering on the
vertices. Given (G, σ) let W+ = {v1, . . . , v2γn} be the set of the first 2γn
vertices in V and let W be the set of vertices in W+ not adjacent to any
other vertices in W+. If γ is small most vertices in W+ will be isolated and
so

(6.6) P[|W | ≥ γn | hσ = �] ≥ 1− e−cγn.

Next, let us write

ξ(x, y) =
1

dγn
#{(w ∈ W, v ∈ ∂W : σw = x, σv = y}

and its marginals

ξ1(x) =
∑
y

ξ(x, y), ξ2(y) =
∑
x

ξ(x, y)

Since we sampled W uniformly from the vertices of G, we must have that
ξ = �+ o(1) with exponentially high probability and in particular

P[|ξ − �| > ε/2] ≤ exp(−cnγε2)(6.7)

P[|ξ2 − �| > ε/2] ≤ exp(−cnγε2)

We are now going to resample the pair (G, σ) as follows. First we delete
the edges adjacent to W and the spins σW . We retain the graph G \W and
the spins σW c and resample the spins and edges ofW according to Pν to form
a new pair (G′, σ′). We will define ξ′ analogously for the new model. Figure 1
gives the example of a 3-colouring displaying G, G \W and G′ respectively.

We will couple it with a new model on a graph consisting of |W | discon-
nected d-stars, that is a set of |W | vertices which we will call U , each with
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Figure 1. Resampling, G, G \W and G′ respectively.

d neighbours. Define the new spin system on U ∪ ∂U with no external field
on ∂U as

P̃[σ∗
U∪∂U = x] =

∏
i∈U

ψ(xi)
∏
j∈∂i

ψ(xi, xj).

If the empirical distribution of σ∗
∂U is equal to ξ2 then we can construct

(G′, σ′) in the following way. Let f : U → W be a one to one mapping from
U to W . Abusing notation we will extend f to also give a bijection from the
edges of U ∪ ∂U into the half edges of W . Assign σ′

W by setting σ′
f(u) = σ∗

u.

Similarly assign states to half-edges of W according to the correspond state
of σ∗ on ∂U .

Having assigned colours to W , we now construct the edges connecting
W to ∂W . For each x ∈ X choose a uniform matching of the half-edges of
U in state x and the vertices in ∂W of state x (note that our assumption
on the empirical distribution ensures these are of the same size). Connect
vertices of W and ∂W according to the matchings to construct the edges of
G′. Note that the number of matchings depends only on ξ2 and not the par-

ticular configuration of σ∗. The weight of σ∗ under P̃ is chosen such that this
construction gives the correct conditional law for (G′, σ′). This implies that

P̃[σ∗
U = x | hσ∗

∂U
= τ ] = P̃[σ′

W = x | ξ2 = τ ].

For most choices of τ , this will be a large deviations event which suggests
tilting the measure according to make the conditional distribution likely.
With this in mind for a probability measure m on X we define

P̃m[σ∗
U∪∂U = x] =

∏
i∈U

ψ(xi)
∏
j∈∂i

ψ(xi, xj)m(xj).

Since we can write the new weight
∏

m(xj) = exp(dnhσ∗
∂U

·(logm)) in terms

of the empirical distribution hσ∗
∂U

, after conditioning on hσ∗
∂U

the new weight
is uniform and so

P̃[σ∗
U∪∂U = x | hσ∗

∂U
= τ ] = P̃m[σ∗

U∪∂U = x | hσ∗
∂U

= τ ].

Next we use the fact that σ∗ is a product measure over the |W | stars. If
v ∈ U , standard methods from large deviations theory imply that we can
find an mτ such that

Ẽmτ [hσ∗
∂v
] =

Ẽ[hσ∗
∂v

exp(dhσ∗
∂v

· (logmτ ))]

Ẽ[exp(dhσ∗
∂v

· (logmτ ))]
= τ.
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Since the spins on the stars are identically distributed,

Ẽmτ [hσ∗
∂U

] = τ

and by the Local Central Limit Theorem,

P̃mτ [hσ∗
∂U

= τ ] ≥ cn−C

for some constants c, C. Now define the probability measure

gm(x, y) =
1

zm
BP [m](x)m(y)ψ(x, y)

where zm is a normalizing constant. For an edge (u, v) in U ∪ ∂U with
u ∈ U, v ∈ U∗, under Pm, the distribution of σ∗ is given by the belief prop-
agation equations,

Pm[σ∗
u = x, σ∗

v = y] = gm(x, y).

For any ε > 0, by a large deviations bound, the edge empirical distribution
satisfies

P̃mτ [|hσ∗
U∪∂U

− gmτ | > ε] ≤ exp(−c|W |ε2).
Combining the above estimates,

P[|ξ′ − gmξ2
| > ε | ξ2, |W | ≥ γn]

= Pmξ2
[|hσ∗

U∪∂U
− gmξ2

| > ε | hσ∗
∂U

= ξ2, |W | ≥ γn]

≤
Pmξ2

[|hσ∗
U∪∂U

− gmξ2
| > ε | |W | ≥ γn]

Pmξ2
[hσ∗

∂U
= ξ2 | |W | ≥ γn]

≤ exp(−cγε2n)nC .

Suppose that � = gm
�
. Since �(x, y) = �(y, x) this must also hold for gm

�

which implies that m
�
= BP [m

�
] and hence that � is of the form (6.4). Oth-

erwise we may assume that ‖� − gm
�
‖ > ε. We may pick δ ∈ (0, ε/3) small

enough so that for any τ with ‖τ − �‖ ≤ δ we have that ‖gmτ − gm
�
‖ ≤ ε/3.

Now we use our bounds on resampling. We will write G = (GW c , GW )
where GW c is the graph with W removed and GW denotes how W is con-
nected to W c. Then with

Aδ = {|W | ≥ γn, |ξ2 − �| ≤ δ}, Bδ = Aε ∩ {|ξ − �| ≤ δ}

by equations (6.6) and (6.7) for any fixed ε > 0,∑
(G,σ):hσ=�

ν(G, σ)I(Bδ) ≥
1

2

∑
(G,σ):hσ=�

ν(G, σ).(6.8)

By definition of Bδ and the triangle inequality

‖ξ − gmξ2
‖ ≥ ‖�− gm

�
‖ − ‖gmξ2

− gm
�
‖ − ‖ξ − �‖ ≥ ε/3
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For fixed GW c , σW c we have that∑
GW ,σW

ν((GW c , GW ), (σW c , σW ))I(Bδ)

≤
∑

GW ,σW

ν((GW c , GW ), (σW c , σW ))I(Aδ)P[|ξ′ − gmξ2
| ≥ ε/3 | ξ2, |W | ≥ γn]

≤ exp(−1

9
cγε2n)nC

∑
GW ,σW

ν((GW c , GW ), (σW c , σW ))

Summing over all GW c , σW c and applying (6.8) we have that for some c′ and
large enough n, ∑

(G,σ):hσ=�

ν(G, σ) ≤ exp(−c′ε2n)
∑
(G,σ)

ν(G, σ)

and hence

(6.9) Φ� −max
h

Φh ≤ −c′γε2.

Hence any global maximizer must be of the form (6.4).
Now suppose that � is a global maximizer which satisfies equations (6.4)

and (6.5) for some belief propagation fixed point m. Suppose that h is in
a neighbourhood of �. Both m and g are smooth so there exists a constant
C1, C2 > 0 such that

|gmh
− gm

�
| ≤ C1‖mh −m

�
‖, |mh −m

�
| ≤ C2‖h− �‖.

Since � = gm
�
if ‖mh −m

�
‖ ≤ 1

2C1
‖h− �‖ then

(6.10) ‖h− gmh
‖ ≥ ‖h− �‖ − |gmh

− gm
�
| ≥ 1

2
‖h− �‖.

Otherwise if ‖mh −m
�
‖ ≥ 1

2C1
‖h− �‖ then by (6.5)

‖mh −BP [mh]‖ ≥ κ

2C1
‖h− �‖.

Now we use the fact that gmh
(x, y) is not symmetric since mh �= BP [mh]

while by contrast h is symmetric. Quantifying this for some C3 > 0,

‖h−gmh
‖ ≥ 1

2

∑
x,y

|gmh
(x, y)−gmh

(y, x)| ≥ C3‖mh−BP [mh]‖ ≥ C3κ

2C1
‖h−�‖.

Thus combined with (6.10) for θ = 1
2 ∧ C3κ

2C1
> 0 we have that

‖h− gmh
‖ ≥ θ‖h− �‖.

Applying the argument that lead to (6.9) we have that

Φh − Φ� ≤ −c′γ‖h− gmh
‖2 ≤ −c′γθ2‖h− �‖2

which gives the required quadratic decay of the Hessian around �. �
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The combination of Lemma 3 and Proposition 5 suggests the following
approach to determining the moments of a spin system. We will often begin
by restricting

(1) Directly establish that the maximizer must lie in the interior of
some set H ⊂ H.

(2) Find the (hopefully) finite set of BP fixed points {m1, . . . ,mk}
which correspond to pair empirical distributions in H.

(3) Find the mi that maximizes Φh.
(4) Show that this maximizing belief propagation fixed point satis-

fies (6.5).

Let us apply this to the problem of counting the number of independent
sets in a random d-regular graph. This is simply Z the partition function of
the hardcore model with fugacity 1,

P[σ] =
1

Z

∏
u∼v

I(σuσv = 0).

Setting q = m(1), the belief propagation equation satisfies

q = f(q) =
(1− q)d−1

1 + (1− q)d−1
.

This has a unique solution q∗ and so

h∗(x, y) ∝ m(x)m(y)I(xy = 0),

which has density of,

α =
(1− q∗)d−1

1 + (1− q∗)d−1

that is the fraction of 1’s. The maximizing empirical distribution gives,

Φh∗ = log(1 + (1− q)d)− d

2
log(1− q2).

Since f(q) is decreasing, |f(q)− q∗| ≥ |q− q∗| and so Φh is negative definite
at h∗. Hence we have that

EZ � exp(nΦh∗).

This gives the exponential growth rate of the expected number of indepen-
dent sets. But what if we are interested in the largest independent set and
so want to calculate the number of independent sets of a particular size.
We want to restrict the optimization of Φ according to Φh according to the
independent set density h(1).

6.2. Restricted maximizers. In this section we consider optimizing
Φh over the intersection of H with a hyperplane wTh = α or wTh = α for
some vector w. For now we will focus on the constraints of the marginal h.
Constrained optimization naturally suggests Lagrange Multipliers, that is
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looking for stationary points of Φh+λwTh on the hyperplane. We can write
this as

Φh + λwTh

=
d

2
H(h)− (d− 1)H(h)+ < h, log(ψ) + λw > +

d

2
< h, logψ >

= Φh,ψeλw,ψ

The addition of a Lagrange multiplier simply changed the external field of
the model. So to find the constrained optimizer, we look for pairs (λ,m)
such that m is a fixed point of the corresponding belief propagation equa-
tion, BPλ[m] = m and so that the corresponding pair empirical distribution
satisfies wTh = α. In practice we will look for fixed points for each λ and
then find which ones satisfy wTh = α.

In the case of independent sets constrained to have h(1) = α, that is
density α of independent sets, the addition of a Lagrange multiplier λ cor-
responds to the hardcore model with fugacity eλ and the belief propagation
equation is

(6.11) BPλ[q] =
eλ(1− q)d−1

1 + eλ(1− q)d−1
,

which has a unique solution qλ. The density of the independent set is

αλ =
eλ(1− qλ)

d

1 + eλ(1− qλ)d
,

which is a smooth monotone function of λ and for any α ∈ (0, 12) there is a
unique λ with αλ = α. The restricted maximizer hα corresponds to

(6.12) Φhα = log(1 + eλ(1− q)d)− d

2
log(1− q2)− αλ

where the last term corresponds to subtracting the Lagrange multiplier.
Viewing Φhα as a function of α, it is of course maximized at α0 as this
corresponds to counting unweighted independent sets. It is a decreasing
function as α increases and there is α� such that Φhα�

= 0. This corresponds

to the density of independent sets such that the expected number is O(1).
Certainly this is an upper bound on the size of the maximal independent
set. However, it is an overestimate. The probability under the corresponding
TIFP that a vertex and all of its neighbours will be 0 is

1

1 + eλ(1− q)d
> 0.

This means that when we sample (G, σ) with hσ = hα� then we expect there
to be εn vertices which can be added to the independent set and hence there
is an independent set of density (α�+ ε)n, something we have already ruled
out. With suitable concentration arguments this can be made precise. What
causes the first moment to fail to predict the maximal independent set is
that large independent sets come in clusters. In fact, whenever you have one
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you have a cluster of exponentially many. We will come back to this point
in Section 7 when we discuss clustering of solutions. But first we will move
to achieving lower bounds using the second moment method.

6.3. Second moments. If the first moment of the partition function is
a natural way to give upper bounds on the free energy, the second moment
method is one of the simplest ways to prove a lower bound using the Paley–
Zygmund inequality,

P[Z ≥ θEZ] ≥ (1− θ)2(EZ)2

E[Z2]
.

We can write the second moment of Z as

EZ2 = E

∑
x,x′

∏
u∈V

ψu(xu)ψu(x
′
u)

∏
(u,v)∈E

ψu,v(xu, xv)ψu,v(x
′
u, x

′
v).

The second moment can be interpreted as the partition function of a spin
system on G taking values in X 2. We can think of this as two copies of
the spin system and the weight of the configuration is simply the product of
weights of the two configurations. To bound the second moment we can study
the this spin system called the two copy model. Of course we could also study
systems with higher moments but typically the second moment suffices.

We will write Φ⊗2
h for the empirical rate function of the two copy model.

If h is corresponds to a BP fixed point m and h ⊗ h(x, x′, y, y′) :=
h(x, y)h(x′, y′) then h⊗h is corresponds to a BP fixed point as the equation
factorises and

Φ⊗2
h⊗h = 2Φh.

The following proposition follows immediately from Lemma 3 and the second
moment method.

Proposition 6. If h and h ⊗ h are the global maxima of Φ and Φ⊗2

respectively and both have negative definite Hessian at the maxima then

E[Z2] � (E[Z])2 � exp(2Φhn)

and lim infn P[Z > 1
2EZ] > δ > 0.

Even when the conditions of Proposition 6 hold in general we won’t have
E[Z2]
(E[Z])2

→ 1 so this does not immediately imply convergence of the normalized

log partition function. The reason is an extra source of fluctuations from the
small cycles of the graph. In a random graph, the number of small cycles of
a constant length is Poisson with constant mean. However, each such cycle
will have a constant multiplicative effect on the partition function. If the
spin system is at finite temperature or is permissive then by revealing the
edges one at a time and applying the Azuma–Hoeffding inequality to the
Doob martingale of logZ we have that

(6.13) P[| logZ − E logZ| > t
√
n] ≤ 2 exp(−ct2),
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and so E logZ = logEZ +O(
√
n). This implies that 1

n logZ is concentrated
around Φh which is therefore the free energy. For general constraint satisfac-
tion problems we cannot apply this method since Z may be 0 so we should
not write E logZ. There are several approaches to this issue. The main one
is the use of the small graph conditioning method introducing in [46]. This
is a way of accounting for the variations of Z in terms of the small cycles
of the graph. This approach involves comparing the ratio of the first and
second moments to the effect of different cycle lengths which can be a non-
trivial calculation (see [28] for one approach to this). A similar approach is
to directly control the Doob martingale of log(Z + εZ). This approach was
taken in [24] and establishes concentration of logZ subject to certain decay
of correlation conditions on the limiting Gibbs measure on the infinite tree.
A final technique is to use the method of Friedgut’s Theorem [26] on sharp
thresholds and its extensions, a topic described in Section 10.4.

6.4. Local weak convergence. The second moment is sufficient to
control the distribution in a local neighbourhood of the origin. We will show
that under the conditions of Proposition 6 that the local measure of the
configuration at almost all vertices is a translation invariant Gibbs measure
given by the TIFP.

To prove such a convergence we will prove it for each fixed depth 	. The
local weak limit of the random d-rgular graphs is T d the infinite d-regular
tree. Let T d

� denote the tree truncated to depth 	. For π, a measure on T d,

let π� denote its restriction to T d
� . For a vertex v ∈ V let ζv = ζv,G,� denote

the random measure μ on X Td,� which we interpret as P[σB�(v) ∈ ·], where
B�(v) is the ball of radius 	 around v (on the O(1) set of vertices whose depth
	 neighbourhood is not isomorphic to T d

� we can define ζv arbitrarily). We
say that the measure of the spin system on the random d-regular graph Gn

converges in probability locally to a measures π if
1

n

∑
v∈V

dTV (ζv,Gn,�, π�) → 0

in probability as n → ∞ for all depths 	. The following lemma describes
the empirical local distribution in terms of the edge empirical distribution
h and established that it is concentrated.

Lemma 7. For h′ ∈ H let π(h′) be the broadcast model with Markov
transition matrix

Mx,y =
h′(x, y)∑

y′∈X h′(x, y′)
,

and root distribution h
′
. If we select (G, σ) under the annealed measure with

edge empirical distribution h then for any ε > 0 there exists c > 0 such that

Pν

[ ∑
x∈XTd,�

∣∣∣π(h′)
� (x)− 1

n

∑
v

I(σB�(v) = x)
∣∣∣ > ε | hσ = h′

]
≤ exp(−cn).

(6.14)
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Proof. Given the edge empirical distribution h′ the random pair (G, σ)
can be constructed according to the recipe given in establishing equation
(6.2),

• First assign the vertices pairs of spins according to h
′
.

• For each half edge, assign the pair of spin of the other end according
to the law h′.

• Choose a perfect matching given the assignment.

Consider the exploration from a random vertex v. Its spin σv is state x ∈ X
with probability h

′
(x). We explore the spin of the first neighbour of v is which

conditionally has state y with probability Mx,y = h′(x,y)

h
′
(x)

. If we explore the

next neighbour of v the probability of the states will have shifted slightly
since the pool of unexplored vertices has decreased. However, the probability
of the next state changes by only O(1/n). Exploring for the first 	 levels,

asymptotically the law of σB�(v) is given by the broadcast model π
(h′)
� on T d

� .
Now suppose we reveal the local neighbourhoods of a random sequence

of vertices v1, . . . , vκn and let Fj be the filtration generated by the first j
neighbourhoods. If we have revealed at most j spins so far, the distribution of
the spins of random half-edge will have change from h′ by at most O(j/n).
Moreover, the probability of selecting a half-edge in an already revealed
vertex will be at most O(j/n). Thus at step j the distribution of σB�(vj) will

still be conditionally close to π
(h′)
� and

dTV

(
Pν(σB�(vj) = x | hσ = h′,Fj−1), π

(h′)
� (x)

)
≤ C�j

n
.

Since the conditional law of σB�(vj) is close in total variation distance to

π
(h′)
� by the Azuma-Hoeffding,

Pν

[ ∑
x∈XTd,�

∣∣∣π(h′)
� (x)− 1

κn

κn∑
i=1

I(σB�(vi) = x)
∣∣∣ > C�(κ+ δ) | hσ = h′

]

≤ exp(−cδ2κn).(6.15)

Furthermore since the vertices were sampled uniformly at random by Azuma-
Hoeffding for standard sampling without replacement,

Pν

[ ∑
x∈XTd,�

∣∣∣ 1
n

∑
v∈V

I(σB�(v) = x)− 1

κn

κn∑
i=1

I(σB�(vi) = x)
∣∣∣ > δ | hσ = h′

]

≤ exp(−cδ2κn).

(6.16)

Thus combining equations (6.15) and (6.16) and taking κ, δ to be sufficiently
small we have establish (6.14) which completes the proof of the lemma. �

We now prove that when the second moment method succeeds we also
have local weak convergence. If there is a unique global maxima � of Φh then
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by Proposition 5 it corresponds to a BP fixed point m and the broadcast
model π(�) is the corresponding translation invariant Gibbs measure.

Theorem 8. For a permissive spin system ψ on a random d-regular
graph, if � and �⊗� are the unique global maxima of Φ and Φ⊗2 respectively
and both have negative definite Hessian at the maxima then (G, σ) converges

in probability locally to the translation invariant Gibbs measure π(�).

Proof. By Proposition 6 and equation (6.13) we have that for any
1
2 < r < 1,

P[ZG > enΦ�−nr
] → 1.

Recall that for two probability measures η, η′ on a discrete set A that the
L2 and total variation distances satisfy

dTV (η, η
′) ≤ ‖η − η′‖L2(η)

where

‖η − η′‖2L2(η) =
∑
x∈A

|η
′(x)

η(x)
− 1|2η(x) =

∑
x∈A

(η′(x))2

η(x)
− 1

Define Aδ to be the set of graphs such that

Aδ = {G : δ ≤ 1

n

∑
v∈V

I(dTV (ζv,G,�, π
(�)
� ) ≥ δ)} ∩ {G : ZG > enΦ�−nr}

To establish the desired convergence it is sufficient to prove that P[G ∈
Aδ] → 0 for all δ > 0. If σ, σ′ are two independent samples from the spin
system on G then define

ψ(G, σ, σ′) =
1

n

∑
v∈V

∑
x∈XTd

�

I(σB�(v) = σ′
B�(v)

= x)

π
(�)
� (x)

− 1

Then

EG[ψ(G, σ, σ′)] =
1

n

∑
v∈V

∑
x∈XTd

�

(ζv,G,�(x))
2

π
(�)
� (x)

− 1 =
1

n

∑
v∈V

‖ζv,G,� − π
(�)
� ‖2

L2(π
(�)
� )

Now if G ∈ Aδ then

EG[ψ(G, σ, σ′)] =
1

n

∑
v∈V

‖ηv,g,� − π
(�)
� ‖2

L2(π
(�)
� )

≥ 1

n

∑
v∈V

(dTV (ηv,G,�, π
(�)
� ))2 ≥ δ3 ,

and so

PG[ψ(G, σ, σ′) ≥ 1

2
δ3] ≥ 1

2
δ3.

So it will be enough to prove that pairs (σ, σ′) with ψ at least 1
2δ

3 are
very rare. In order to show this we will apply Lemma 7 to the two copy
model. Edge empirical distributions h′ that are far from � ⊗ � such that
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|h′ − � ⊗ �| ≥ ε′ are rare and indeed we have that Φ⊗2
h′ < 2Φ� − c(ε′)2 and

hence

P[|hσ,σ′ − �⊗ �| ≥ ε′, ZG > enΦ�−nr
] ≤ nO(1)en(2Φ�−c(ε′)2)

(enΦ�−nr)2
→ 0 ,

for any fixed ε′ > 0. Hence we may focus on empirical distributions close
to �⊗ �. Write π⊗2,(h′) for the broadcast model on X 2 with edge empirical

distribution h′. If the depth 	 empirical distribution of (σ, σ′) is π⊗2,(�⊗�)
� =

π
(�)
� ⊗ π

(�)
� then

ψ(G, σ, σ′) =
1

n

∑
v∈V

∑
x∈XTd

�

I(σB�(v) = σ′
B�(v)

= x)

π
(�)
� (x)

− 1

=
∑

x∈XTd
�

(π
(�)
� (x))2

π
(�)
� (x)

− 1 = 0 .

We may choose ε′ > 0 small enough such that if |h′ − �⊗ �| < ε′ then∑
x∈XTd

�

∣∣∣∣∣π
⊗2(h′)
� (x, x)

π
(�)
� (x)

− (π
(�)
� (x))2

π
(�)
� (x)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1

10
δ3.

Thus equation (6.14) implies that for some c > 0 and for all h′ such that
|h′ − �⊗ �| < ε′ we have that

Pν

[ ∑
x∈XTd,�

∣∣∣(π(�)
� (x))2

π
(�)
� (x)

− 1

n

∑
v

I((σB�(v), σ
′
B�(v)

) = (x, x))

π
(�)
� (x)

∣∣∣> 1

4
δ3 | hσ,σ′ =h′

]

≤ exp(−cn) ,

and hence
Pν

[
ψ(G, σ, σ′) >

1

4
δ3 | hσ = h′

]
≤ exp(−cn) .

If we write

YG =
∑
σ,σ′

∏
u∈V

ψu(σu)ψu(σ
′
u)

∏
(u,v)∈E

ψu,v(σu, σv)ψu,v(σ
′
u, σ

′
v)

· I(ψ(G, σ, σ′) ≥ 1

2
δ3)

then we have that
EYG ≤ e−cne2nΦ� .

Now if G ∈ Aδ then

YG >
1

2
δ3Z2

G ≥ 1

2
δ3e2nΦ�−2nr

and by Markov’s inequality

P[YG >
1

2
δ3e2nΦ�−2nr

] ≤ e−cne2nΦ�

1
2δ

3e2nΦ�−2nr → 0

and so P[G ∈ Aδ] → 0 which completes the proof. �
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6.5. Independent sets. Let us move back to the question of under-
standing the large independent sets of random d-regular graphs. It has long
been known [9,27,34,51] that for large d the size of the largest independent

set is approximately (2+od(1)) log d
d where the od(1) tends to 0 as d → ∞. To

see this suppose we take eλ = dβ then the BP fixed point is

q = BPλ[q] =
dβ(1− q)d

d

in which case qλ = (1+β+od(1)) log d
d and α = (1 − q)q = (1+β+od(1)) log d

d .
Applying equation (6.12) we have that

Φhα = log(1 + eλ(1− q)d)− d

2
log(1− q2)− αλ

= (1− β2 + od(1))
log2 d

2d
.

This is of course maximized when β = 0 which says that the typical inde-

pendent set is of order (1+od(1)) log d
d and Φhα is positive provided |β| ≤ 1

so the largest α that gives a nonnegative empirical rate function is α� =
(2+od(1)) log d

d which provides an upper bound on the size of the maximal
independent set.

To find a lower bound we need to bound the second moment. The BP
equation is

BP [q](x, x′) =
Axx′

A00 +A10 +A01 +A11

A00 = 1, A10 = eλ1(q01 + q00)
d−1, A01 = eλ2(q10 + q00)

d−1, A11=eλ1+λ2qd−1
00 .

The two Lagrange multiplies λ1, λ2 are chosen to fix the density of each
independent set to be α. It is easy to check that for any such fixed point
there is a symmetry between the two copies so that λ1 = λ2 and q01+q10. For

β > 0, large d and α = (1+β) log d
d there are two fixed points. One is simply

the tensor product of the one copy fixed point with Lagrange multipliers
eλi ≈ dβ the same as the one copy multiplier. We call this the independent
copies fixed point and have that

Φ⊗2
hα⊗hα

= 2Φhα = 2(1− β2 + od(1))
log2 d

2d
The second fixed point h=α corresponds to two almost identical independent
sets, with Lagrange multiplier eλi ≈ dβ/2. This is, roughly speaking, one
independent set of size αn together with a small perturbation of it in the
second copy. Furthermore,

Φ⊗2
h=
α
= (1 + od(1))Φhα = (1− β2 + od(1))

log2 d

2d
so for fixed β < 1 and large enough d the independent copies fixed point gives
the global maxima. Thus we can apply the second moment method to count

the number of independent sets of size (1+β) log d
d . The Azuma–Hoeffding
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Inequality implies that the maximal independent set is concentrated around

its expected value so with high probability it is at least (1+β) log d
d giving the

asymptotics of (2+od(1)) log d
d .

6.6. Non-regular models. In this section we discuss moments of non-
regular spin systems, for example on Erdos Renyi random graphs, and the
challenges they pose. First we should distinguish between two models, the
standard Erdos Renyi model G(n, d/n) where all edges are independent and
an alternative G(n,m) where m edges are chosen uniformly at random. The
same average degree is achieved if we take m = d

2n. When considering mo-
ments of CSPs the latter is the right formulation to take because it removes
the effects of fluctuations of the number of edges. In most CSPs, each edge
will decrease the partition function by a constant factor so the

√
n fluctua-

tions of the number of edges mean that Z cannot be concentrated around its
mean. To illustrate this point consider the expected number of q-colourings
under G(n, d/n)

EZ =
∑
p

n!∏q
i=1(pin)!

(1− d

n
)
∑

i (
npi
2 )

= exp

(
n(max

p
H(p)− d

2

∑
p2i + o(1))

)
= exp

(
n(log q − d

2q
+ o(1))

)
where the pi denote the empirical distribution of the configuration. Both
terms in the maximization are maximized when pi ≡ 1

q . Suppose instead we

did the same calculation with G(n,m) with m = dn
2 . Then

EZ =
∑
p

n!∏q
i=1(pin)!

((n2)−∑
i (

npi
2 )

m

)
((n2)
m

)
= exp

(
n(log q +

d

2
log(1− 1

q
) + o(1))

)
Since log(1 − 1

q ) < −1
q the exponent is strictly less when the number of

edges is conditioned on. The reason is that in G(n, d/n), while graphs with
fewer than dn

2 edges are rare, they have many more colourings and make the
dominant contribution to the expectation. Graphs with εn fewer edges will
have, in expectation, a factor of ( q

q−1)
εn more colourings while the proba-

bility of such graphs is exp(−cε2n). Because of the ε2 term in the exponent,
we see that for small ε graphs with fewer edges make a larger contribution
to the expected value than typical graphs. Thus to understand a CSP on
an Erdos-Renyi graph it is, therefore, better to condition on the number of
edges.

This effect of fluctuations of the partition function due to the number
of edges is the simplest example of neighbourhood fluctuations. In a graph
we can look at the empirical distribution of the depth k neighbourhoods,
of vertices, the simplest being just the degree distribution of the graph.
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Neighbourhood fluctuations describes when rare graphs with atypical neigh-
bourhood empirical distributions make the dominant contribution to the
expected partition function. This can occur even after conditioning on the
number of edges. We will see contrasting behaviour between the q-colouring
model and the hardcore model on G(n,m).

We have already calculated the first moment of the partition function of
the q-state colouring model on G(n,m). The second moment, which involves
a lot more work, was studied in [2] where they showed that EZ2 ≤ C(EZ)2

for d ≤ (2−oq(1))q log q which is quite close to the colouring threshold. This
implies that choosing a sized biased random graph, weighted by the number
of colourings does not have a large effect on the distribution over graphs and
thus the model does not exhibit neighbourhood fluctuations.

The picture is different in the hardcore model. The partition function is

EZ =
∑
α

(
n

αn

)((n2)−(αn
2 )

m

)
((n2)
m

)
= exp

(
n(max

α
H(α) +

d

2
log(1− α2) + o(1))

)

With α	 chosen to maximize the exponent, the graphs which make the dom-
inant contribution to the expected partition function can be described as
follows. Choose an independent set I ⊂ V of α	n vertices and then throw m
edges such that no edge joins vertices of I. The average degree of a vertex in
I will be d 1−α

1−α2 while the average degree in Ic is d 1
1−α2 . Asymptotically, the

degree distribution of such a graph will be a mixture of a Poisson distribu-
tions with means d 1−α

1−α2 and d 1
1−α2 which is of course different from a Poisson

of mean d which we expect to see in G(n,m). Thus, unlike q-colourings, the
hardcore model is affected by neighbourhood fluctuations.

To understand the difference suppose we write Zi for the partition func-
tion after adding i edges so

Z = Zm = |X |n
m∏
i=1

Zi

Zi−1
.

The ratios Zi
Zi−1

are not IID but we should expect at least the last o(n) to

be approximately IID. A product of IID random variables is concentrated
around its mean only when the variables are constant. Thus we want that
for each edge the ratio Zi

Zi−1
to be essentially deterministic, that is adding

each edge changes the number of solutions by the same factor. In the case
of colourings this holds because the marginal distribution at each vertex is
uniform and two randomly chosen vertices will be asymptotically indepen-
dent. In the case of the hardcore model though the marginal at different
vertices varies. For isolated vertices of degree 0, the marginal of 1 is 1

2 while
for vertices of high degree the marginal is much smaller. This inhomogeneity
of marginals is what causes neighbourhood fluctuations.
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Figure 2. Rate function of pairs of independent sets of den-
sity α = 1.5 log d

d and intersection γα when d = 1000.

In models that have neighbourhood fluctuations, a number of techniques
have been employed including adding weights to the partition function [4]
so that all marginals remain the same. Another approach is restricting the
sum to a smaller set of spins configurations in such as way that the graph
is not distorted [14]. In Section 10 we discuss how this is achieved in the
random K-SAT model.

7. Clustering

A key part of the theory of random constraint satisfaction problems is
understanding the way in which the space of solutions breaks into clusters.
Models in the 1RSB universality class such as colourings, K-SAT and large
independent sets split into clusters in a simple way. In particular there is no
further structure, for example there are no clusters of clusters as is found
for instance in the SK-model.

To see the existence of clusters, we can look at the expected number
of pairs of independent sets of size α = 1.5 log d

d according to the density
of their overlap. In Figure 2 we plot the empirical rate function for the
two copy model with d = 1000 where the density of (1, 1) vertices is γα.
Note the two peaks correspond to independent copies and almost identical
copies.

This observation, combined with the second moment method, was used
by Achlioptas and Coja–Oghlan [1] to prove the existence of a cluster-
ing regime for colourings of random graphs, random k-sat and random
NAE–SAT. The idea is to consider the planted model, that is where first
a “planted” solution σ is chosen and then the graph or CSP is chosen
conditionally on σ being a solution. This does not give a uniformly cho-
sen graph, the graph is size biased according to the number of solutions.
But when the second moment method succeeds, the expected number of
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solutions and the typical number are of the same order so size biasing
has only a mild effect on probabilities. It is then sufficient to prove that
there are no solutions at an intermediate distance from the planted solu-
tion.

The existence of clustering is often seen as an explication of the apparent
computational hardness of finding solutions. In the case of independent sets,

clustering begins at density (1+od(1)) log d
d while no algorithm [13,31] is known

to find sets of size (1+ε) log d
d . Similar bottlenecks exists for colourings [3] and

random k-SAT [17]. Intuitively, local search algorithms such as MCMC will
perform poorly when the landscape is clustered and has many local maxima,
many of which are far from the global maxima. However, showing actual
computational hardness in this regime remains elusive.

7.1. Cluster as BP fixed points. The simplest way to formally define
the meaning of a cluster is in terms of connected components of solutions
where two solutions are adjacent if they differ in one (or perhaps a constant)
number of variables. While the argument of [1, 5] can prove clustering with
this definition, it does not give a particularly tractable description of the
cluster. A powerful alternate way is to view clusters in terms of fixed points
of BP equations. Suppose we start from a solution σ of the CSP and set

an initial message m
(0)
u→v(x) = I(σu = x). With this initial message we then

iterate the BP equations letting

m(t+1)
u→v = BP [{m(t)

u→v(x)}].

If these converge to a limit mu→v = limtm
(t)
u→v then this is a fixed point of

the belief propagation equations on the graph. It turns out that such fixed
points are essentially in one to one correspondence with the set of clusters
of solutions. Studying such fixed points has been an essential part of the
development of the theory from statistical physics as it is amenable to both
numerical simulations and theoretical analysis.

Considered as a spin system the BP messages obey a certain rigidity
property. When the graph is a tree, the BP messages outside of a finite
set completely determine those inside of it. Indeed on an infinite tree, it
is not possible to change a finite number of the messages and arrive at
another BP fixed point. On a graph this corresponds to BP fixed points
being far apart, generally at least a linear fraction of the messages must
be changed to move from one BP fixed point to another. In effect, the BP
messages are clusters of solutions mapped to a single point and these points
are well separated from each other. For this reason the second moment
method can succeed up to the satisfiability threshold when applied to BP
messages.

When a cluster is described by a BP fixed point in this way we should
expect that the messages mu→v should describe the measure restricted to
the cluster. Locally it should behave as an extremal Gibbs measure on a tree
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where one expects decay of correlation. In such a setting we might expect
that weight the configurations in cluster m is given by the Bethe Prediction
of equation (3.2)

(7.1) logw(m) =
∑
v∈V

Φv(m)−
∑

(u,v)∈E
Φ(u,v)(m)

where

Φv(m) = log
∑
x∈X

ψ(x)

d∏
i=1

⎛
⎝ ∑

xvi∈X
ψ(xρ, xvi)mvi→v(xvi)

⎞
⎠

Φ(v,u)(m) = log
∑

x,x′∈X
ψ(x, x′)mu→v(x)mv→u(x

′).

We can also think of the BP fixed point itself as a solution to a random
CSP. Now the variables are pairs of messages (mu→v,mv→u) ∈ P(X )2 on
the edges of the graph. The vertices become the constraints, that at each
vertex v, all the outgoing messages are given by the BP equations,

∀u ∈ ∂v : mv→u = BP [{mu′→v}u′∈∂v\u]

We will call this the cluster model. Viewing the clusters themselves as a ran-
dom CSP means we can apply tools such as the moment method directly to
counting clusters which will be a crucial step in understanding these models.
Furthermore, when we come to consider the free energy of the model, it will
be useful to weight these clusters according to their size and equation (7.1)
gives a local systems of interactions whose sum is the predicted log weight
of the cluster.

As the states of the cluster model are themselves probability measures,
the belief propagation equation for the cluster model involves measures over
these measures or s ∈ P(P(X )). Let us for a moment ignore two issues, first
that m lies in a continuous space and secondly the fact that each edge has
two messages and consider only the messages going up the tree. Formally
then the belief propagation on the cluster model with uniform weights should
be

s(A) =
1

z

∫
I(BP [{mi}] ∈ A)I(Φv({mi}) > 0)

d−1∏
i=1

si(dmi)

where A ⊂ P(X ) and the second indicator checks that there is a valid output
for the BP equations for the input {mi}. If instead we were considering
the cluster model weighted according to the Gibbs weight w(m) then the
recursion would be

s(A) =
1

z

∫
I(BP [{mi}] ∈ A)Φv({mi})

d−1∏
i=1

si(dmi).
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Of course we have traded a CSP with spins taking a discrete set of values for
one taking values as messages living in the simplex. We will see, however,
that in many cases the messages can be restricted to a discrete set.

7.2. Freezing transition. We say a variable in a cluster is frozen if it
always takes the same value and that the cluster is frozen if it has a linear
number of the frozen variables. This, of course, can only occur in models at
zero temperature, and occurs in the colouring,K-SAT and NAESAT models.
In Section 4.1 we saw that in the q-colouring model, when the degree is high
enough then most BP messages will be point masses. Indeed, on the tree
most vertices will be frozen and just a small fraction of the vertices will
be free, those that could take more than one colour. The spins of the free
variables can interact with each other but they form finite, highly subcritical
trees.

In the colouring models on a random graph, the picture is the same.
When d = γq log q for γ ∈ (1, 2) and q is large, the space of solutions splits
into clusters, in which most of the vertices are frozen and the free variables
are all in small connected components. Molloy [39] showed that the location
of this freezing transition exactly corresponds to the freezing threshold on
the tree.

The analysis to determine the freezing threshold is simpler than the
reconstruction threshold since we really only need to know if a message
is a point mass on some state. We introduce a state � which will mean
that the state message is not a point mass and write X	 = X ∪ {�}. For a
belief propagation message mu→v ∈ P(X ) we will write the corresponding
Warning Propagation message ru→v ∈ X	 defined such that

ru→v =

{
x, if mu→v(x) = 1

�, otherwise if maxx′ mu→v(x
′) < 1.

For the CSPs such as colouring and K-SAT after the freezing threshold, the
warning propagation messages satisfy a Warning Propagation equation

rv→u = WP [{ru′→v}u′∈∂v\u],

and is undefined if there is no state at v compatible with the messages.
This now provides us with a discrete spin system to analyse and apply the
moment method.

Survey Propagation [10] is defined as belief propagation equations ap-
plied to the warning propagation messages. A message is then su→v ∈ P(X	)
and satisfies

su→v(r) = SP [{sui→u}](r)

=
1

z

∑
r1,...,rd

I(WP [{ri}] = r)
∏
i

sui→u(ri)(7.2)
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Figure 3. The 1RSB Phase transitions. Dark colour repre-
sents frozen clusters.

In the case of q-colouring this corresponds to for r ∈ X ,

su→v(r) =
1

z

∑
r1,...,rd

I(r �∈ {ri}, |{ri} ∩ X | = q − 1)
∏
i

sui→u(ri),

su→v(�) =
1

z

∑
r1,...,rd

I(|{ri} ∩ X | ≤ q − 2)
∏
i

sui→u(ri).

This fixed point can be substantially simplified by making the natural as-
sumption that each of the colours is equally likely which reduces it to a
recursion in a single real variable.

8. Predicted phase transitions

Having established a description of the clusters, the BP equations and
the moment method we are now ready to describe and explain the series
of phase transitions predicted by statistical mechanics [32]. In Figure 3 we
see a progression of blobs which represent the geometry of the space of
clusters as α the density of constraints increases in a 1RSB model. In a
random graph, α can be thought of as the degree or average degree of the
vertices. The transitions are reconstruction αd, freezing αf , condensation αc

and satisfiability αs.
The ordering of the transitions presented here is expected for q-colour-

ings, random k-SAT and k-NAESAT when q and k are large. For smaller
values things may change for instance for K-SAT the freezing and conden-
sation transitions are believed to interchange for k < 8.

8.1. Clustering and freezing. For small densities of constraints, it
is expected that all, or almost all of the solutions lie inside a single clus-
ter. At the clustering threshold, also sometimes the shattering threshold,
the space of solutions splits into exponentially many clusters, each with an
exponentially small fraction of the total solutions. The predicated location
of the clustering transition is given simply by the reconstruction thresh-
old of the Gibbs measure of the corresponding TIFP. When there is non-
reconstruction, the BP messages simply converge to the constant fixed point
and so do not indicate clustering. The freezing threshold αf corresponds to
the point at which there is freezing in the reconstrution problem, that is the
root is reconstructed exactly with positive probability.
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In the case of the q-colouring model on the tree these thresholds corre-
spond to [47,50]

αd ≥ q(log q + log log q + 1− log 2 + oq(1))

αd ≤ q(log q + log log q + 1− ε+ oq(1))

αf = q(log q + log log q + 1 + oq(1))

for some ε > 0 and where oq(1) → 0 as q → ∞. In particular, at least
for large q, the two thresholds are distinct [50]. The existence of clustering
in the colouring model was proven for α > (1 + oq(1))q log q by [1] while
later Molloy [39] established clustering and freezing down to the freezing
threshold. It remains open in the colouring model, and the other models
we consider here, whether the clustering threshold is indeed at the tree
reconstruction threshold.

The d in αd denotes a dynamical phase transition, roughly speaking
that the Glauber dynamics or other Markov chains will stop mixing at this
transition due to the clustering creating bottlenecks for the chain. This is in
contrast to a phase transition involving the free energy which is expected to
be analytic throughout the clustered and frozen regimes.

As random CSPs emerged from computer science, the algorithmic ques-
tion of when solutions can be efficiently found has received a great deal of
attention. For colouring, quite simple algorithms [3] are known find colour-
ings only up to α ≤ (1 + oq(1))q log q but no algorithms are known for
α > (1+ ε)q log q. The onset of clustering clearly poses a barrier for MCMC
and other local algorithms which may get stuck in local maxima with no
nearby solutions. The freezing threshold poses even greater difficulties for
algorithms, for instance in an algorithm that assigns the variables one by
one, a single bad choice for one variable in the middle of the algorithm may
cause the algorithm to fail. There is no strong evidence either way as to
which, if either, of these thresholds is responsible for computational hard-
ness but more experts favour the freezing threshold.

8.2. Condensation. A later predicted threshold, much closer to the
satisfiability threshold is the condensation threshold αc at which point the
free energy has a non-analyticity. Between the condensation and satisfiabil-
ity thresholds is the condensation regime in which solutions still appear in
clusters but most of the solutions lie in a constant number of clusters. A more
refined prediction is that the relative cluster sizes obey a Poisson–Dirichlet
distribution. We’ll explain the heuristics from which these predictions are
arrived upon.

When α is small, the free energy is given by

Φα = sup
h∈H

Φh,α.

This formula is expected to be analytic and to hold for α both before and
after the clustering threshold, up to αc. We can also heuristically compute
the weight of a single cluster chosen according to the translation invariant
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Gibbs measure with empirical distribution h = argmaxΦh,α. Suppose that
{rv→v′} is the random BP fixed point constructed from the Gibbs measure.
Then by equation (7.1) the predicted cluster size is exp(nΨ+ o(n)) where

Ψα = E log
∑
x∈X

ψ(x)

d∏
i=1

⎛
⎝ ∑

xvi∈X
ψ(xρ, xvi)rvi→v(xvi)

⎞
⎠

− α

2
E log

∑
x,x′∈X

ψ(x, x′)ru→v(x)rv→u(x
′).(8.1)

For some large enough α we will have 0 < suph∈HΦh,α < Ψα which would
suggest that the free energy is positive but smaller than a typical cluster
size and so the heuristics must break down. The condensation threshold
corresponds to the point at which Φh,α = Ψα. What is happening is that
the biggest contribution to the expected value is coming from very large
clusters of solutions that are very rare, exponentially unlikely to show up.

It is natural then to ask what the right prediction is for the condensa-
tion regime. The idea is to count the contribution of clusters of the right
size, the largest that actually appear. We have already seen in the case of
independent sets how introducing a Lagrange Multiplier tilts the measure
to configurations subject to some restriction. Letting w(m) denote the mass
of the cluster with messages m = {mu→v} we write

Zβ =
∑
m

(w(m))β

which is the partition function of the spin system with weights

β
∑
v∈V

Φv(m)− β
∑

(u,v)∈E
Φ(u,v)(m).

We write Φα,β = limn
1
n logEZβ. Since we are focusing on smaller cluster

sizes we will take β ∈ (0, 1). The distribution of messages is then given by
the fixed point equation,

sα,β(A) =
1

z

∫
I(BP [{mi}] ∈ A)

(
Φv({mi})

)β
d−1∏
i=1

sα,β(dmi).

The normalized log weight of a typical cluster Ψα,β under this measure can
be computed similarly to (8.1). The exponent of the number of clusters of
size Ψα,β is

Φα,β − βΨα,β

To calculate the free energy, the right tilting to take is β	 = β	(α) given by

β	 = sup{β ∈ [0, 1] : Φα,β − βΨα,β ≥ 0}

With tilting β	, we have that Φα,β − βΨα,β = 0 which corresponds to order
one number of clusters. These will be the largest contribution to the partition
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function and so the 1RSB prediction for the free energy is

Φ = Ψα,β
 ,

that is the cluster size given by the tilting.
Another way to interpret this is by assuming that there is a function

Σ(y) = Σα(y), sometimes called the complexity function, such that the ex-

pected number of clusters of size of order eny is enΣ(y)+o(n). Then

Φα,β = max
y

yβ +Σα(y)

which is the Legendre Transform of Σα. Assuming that Σα is concave, we
can then invert Φα,β to recover Σ(y). The 1RSB prediction is then

Φ = sup{y : Σ(y) ≥ 0}.

With this description, the condensation threshold corresponds to the point
when the derivative at the largest root of Σα(y) is −1. If Σ(y) is interpreted
not just as the number of clusters but as determining a Poisson density then
the conjecture that relative cluster sizes form a Poisson–Dirichlet distribu-
tion follows from properties of Poisson processes.

The non-analyticity of the free energy at the condensation threshold has
been established in a number of models, most notably [6] in the q-colouring
model on Erdos-Renyi random graphs for large q. These results established
that the free energy corresponds to the first moment for all α < αc and then
showed that the free energy was strictly less above αc.

The above program to calculate the free energy throughout the con-
densation regime has only been rigorously carried out [49] for the regular
k-NAESAT model for large k. In this case as the model is frozen so most
messages are 0 and 1. The proof derived lower bounds on the free energy
by considering only clusters where free variables occur in clusters of size
bounded by L so that the set of allowable messages takes values in a fi-
nite set. As L tends to infinity the lower bounds converge to the predicted
free energy. A matching upper bound is given by the interpolation method
developed in [8, 25,43].

Establishing the condensation threshold provides too coarse information
to describe the relative cluster sizes. So far there are no models in which
the set of solutions is known to be restricted to a finite number of clusters
(although see [15]).

8.3. Satisfiability threshold. The final transition is the Satisfiability
Threshold αs after which there are no more solutions. Here it is sufficient
to consider unweighed cluster, equivalently β = 0. The fixed point equation
becomes

sα,0(A) =
1

z

∫
I(BP [{mi}] ∈ A)I

(
Φv({mi}) > 0

) d−1∏
i=1

sα,0(dmi).
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Since Ψα,0 = 0 then it suffices to check if Φα,0 ≥ 0 and

αs = sup{α : Φα,0 ≥ 0}.
An equivalent formulation in terms of Σ(y) the complexity function from
the previous section is that

αs = sup{α : sup
y

Σα(y) ≥ 0}.

In fact, however, the satisfiability threshold can be determined more
simply using warning propagation which simplifies things greatly as there
are only a small number of states. Equation (7.2) gives a simple formula for
the distribution of WP messages in X 	. Then

Φ(WP )
α = log

∑
r,r1,...,rd

I(WP [{ri}] = r)

α∏
i=1

s(ri)

− α

2
log

⎛
⎝1−

∑
r,r′∈X

I(ψ(r, r′) = 0)s(r)s(r′)

⎞
⎠ .

Then

αs = sup{α : Φ(WP )
α ≥ 0}.

Let’s consider the example of the prediction for q-colourings on d-regular
random graphs. We make the simplifying assumption that each colour is
equally likely under the Survey Propagation equation s(r) is a measure of
the form

ξp(r) :=

{
p/q, if r ∈ X
1− p, r = �.

The fixed point equation for p is

(8.2) p =

∑
r1...,rd−1∈X


I(|{r1 . . . , rd−1} ∩ X | = q − 1)
∏

i ξp(ri)∑
r1...,rd−1∈X


I(|{r1 . . . , rd−1} ∩ X | ≤ q − 1)
∏

i ξp(ri)
.

The numerator counts the probability that exactly q−1 other colours appear
among the neighbours leaving one more fixed. The denominator includes the
possibility that the root vertex can be coloured in two or more ways. The
ratio is then p, the probability of a frozen state. We will write pd for the
largest fixed point of equation (8.2). Then the free energy for the warning
propagation model is

Φ
(WP )
d = log

∑
r1...,rd−1∈X


I(|{r1 . . . , rd−1} ∩ X | ≤ q − 1)
∏
i

ξpd(ri)

− d

2
log(1− p2d

q
)

Then dmax = max{d : Φ
(WP )
d ≥ 0} is the 1RSB prediction for the largest

d for which a random d-regular graph is q-colourable. This has yet to be
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established rigorously but the gap between upper and lower bounds is now
quite small [2, 12, 16].

Satisfiability thresholds have now been proved in a number of models,
first for K-regular NAESAT [24] and a regular version of K-SAT [14] both
for large enough K. In the following section we will describe how the same
methods were used to establish the size of the largest independent set for
random d-regular graphs when d is large enough. Finally, the satisfiability
threshold for random K-SAT [22] was established for large K using methods
described in Section 10.

A key assumption in the proof is that the free (non-frozen) variables
with the clusters can be assigned in a satisfiable way. Particularly when
K is large for SAT or q is large for colourings, the free variables will be
small highly subcritical trees and there will always be a way to assign the
variables. In some CSPs though, for example MAX-CUT the free variables
are supercritical and as a result the model is no longer 1RSB.

9. Maximal independent sets

In this section we consider the size of the maximal independent set of a
random d-regular graph when d is large following the proof of [23]. Physicists
predict [7] that the model is 1RSB provided d ≥ 20. In this section we will
focus on lower bounds for the size of the maximal independent set. Upper
bounds can be derived using the interpolation method or in fact by an
appropriate first moment estimate as was shown in [23].

To reach the maximal independent sets, one might think to consider the
hardcore model with very high fugacity λ. This, however, leads to TIFPs
which have density approaching 1

2 , much higher than the maximal density

of (2+od(1)) log d
d .

The 1RSB formalism tells us to count clusters, so we can look at the BP
fixed equations from (6.11) as we take λ → ∞. In the limit it becomes

BP [m1, . . . ,md−1] =

{
0, if

∏
i(1−mi) = 0

1, otherwise.

This heuristic turns out to be the right object to count. The messages mu→v

lie in {0, 1} and satify the constraints that an outgoing message is 1 if and
only if all the incoming messages are 0.

How does this cluster configuration relate to maximal independent sets?
The answer is that they encode clusters of locally maximal independent sets
which are ones that cannot be increased without a large number of vertices
being changed. This is more easily seen in an equivalent formulation called
the frozen model. Each vertex is takes values in {1, 0, f} where f denotes a
free state. The configuration must follow the following rules:

• A vertex of type 1 must be adjacent to only vertices of type 0.
These are the vertices with all 0 incoming messages.
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• A vertex of type 0 must be adjacent to at least two 1’s. These are
vertices with two or more incoming 1 messages.

• Vertices of type f come in matched pairs and are not adjacent to
1’s. They are vertices with a single incoming and a single outgo-
ing 1 message on the same edge. Edges with a 1 message in both
directions are the pairs of free variables.

The interpretation of the frozen model is as a cluster of locally maximal
independent sets where 1 means always in the independent set as 0 means
never in. The free variables are vertices which may or may not be in the
independent set. At most one vertex from each pair of free variables is the
independent set. When the density of free variables is small enough the
clusters of free variables are very subcritical trees and it is always possible
to find an independent set comprising of half of the free variables. This can
be shown to hold when d is large enough.

Thus for the frozen model we expect the density of the maximal indepen-
dent set to be h1+

1
2hf . We want to count independent sets with density α we

introduce a Lagrange multiplier and count clusters weighted by eθn(h1+
1
2
hf ).

We can then look for fixed points of the BP equation. However, the state
space of spins is a pair of messages on each edge. The recursion would be
much simpler if we instead considered it on a tree with messages only in one
direction. In this case the BP fixed point is

BPθ[q] =
eθ(1− q)d−1

1 + (eθ − 1)(1− q)d−1
.

Note that when the root is a free variable there is no change in the weight of
a cluster, one if its children must have previously been a 1 but becomes part
of a free pair – the contributions cancel out. So the only change in weight is
when the root is in state 1. For each θ there is a unique fixed point qθ. The
corresponding marginals are

h1 =
eθ(1− qθ)

d

1 + (eθ − 1)(1− qθ)d
, hf =

dqθ(1− qθ)
d−1

1 + (eθ − 1)(1− qθ)d

and so the density of the independent set achieved is

αθ =
eθ(1− qθ)

d

1 + (eθ − 1)(1− qθ)d
+

1

2

dqθ(1− qθ)
d−1

1 + (eθ − 1)(1− qθ)d

The free energy in this weighted model is then

log(1 + (eθ − 1)(1− qθ)
d)− d

2
log(1− (1− e−θ)q2θ)

and since each cluster has weight eθn(h1+
1
2
hf ) the rate function for the num-

ber of unweighted clusters is

Φθ = log(1 + (eθ − 1)(1− qθ)
d)− d

2
log(1− (1− e−θ)q2θ)− αθθ.
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We choose θ	 = max{θ : Φθ ≥ 0} and then the density of the maximal
independent set is estimated to be αθ
 . This was established in [23] for all
large enough d.

The proof is via the second moment method applied to a density α′ =
α	 − ε. In the pair model the BP equation is

BPθ[q](x, x
′) =

Axx′

A00 +A10 +A01 +A11

A00 = 1− (q01 + q00)
d−1 − (q10 + q00)

d−1 + qd−1
00 , A11 = e2θqd−1

00 ,

A01 = eθ((q10 + q00)
d−1 − qd−1

00 ), A10 = eθ((q01 + q00)
d−1 − qd−1

00 ).

We need to find θ’s with fixed points corresponding to a density α′. Let θ′

be the weight such that αθ′ = α′. An analysis of fixed points shows that
there are two,

q⊗2(x, x′) = qθ′(x)qθ′(x
′), q=(x, x′) = qθ′(x)I(x = x′)

with corresponding weights eθ
′
and eθ

′/2 respectively. The first fixed point
corresponds to two independent copies, that is with product empirical dis-
tribution while the second corresponds to a pair of configurations that are
identical. The correspond rate functions are 2Φθ′ and Φθ′ . Since α

′ < α	, we
have that Φθ′ > 0 and so the global maxima corresponds to the indepen-
dent copies maxima. It follows that the second moment method succeeds
establishing the density of the maximal independent set.

Let us return to the earlier assumption that it was legitimate to consider
the simpler one directional BP fixed point. If we consider a Gibbs measure on
a (d−1)-ary tree all the spins are determined by the messages at the bound-
ary, that is messages at the leaves plus one at the root. We can ask whether
changing the message at the root propagates as a supercritical branching
process or does it quickly die out as a subcritical branching process.

In [23, 24] it was shown that a bi-directional TIFP with the property
that the messages from the root is subcritical is given by the simpler one
directional fixed point. This can be seen in the argument of Proposition 5
where we establish that a maximizer of Φh is given by a BP fixed point via a
resampling argument. In the cluster model this means a bi-directional fixed
point. However, suppose that we perform the resampling in Proposition 5
but fix only the outgoing messages on ∂W , not the incoming messages.
Not knowing the incoming message at u ∈ ∂W means that we may not be
able to determine the messages in a neighbourhood of u either. However,
our assumption that the effect at the root does not propagate far means
that these sets are typically small and disjoint. We can then perform the
resampling of W given just the outgoing messages from ∂W . The messages
from W are then the new incoming messages into ∂W from which the rest
of the configuration can be constructed.

The approach of [24] to establish a bounded effect of the message at
the root involved a priori bounds to restrict the possible range of empirical
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distributions h that could be a global maximizer. An alternative approach
which was used in [48] for the NAESAT model is to change the spin system
in such a way that the message from the root must have a bounded effect.
Roughly, this corresponds to restricting free components to have a bounded
size. While this leads to a more complicated BP message, it is automatically
sufficient to consider one directional fixed point.

10. Random K-SAT

In this final section we will discuss the satisfiability threshold for random
K-SAT, a problem known as the Satisfiability Conjecture. Recall that ran-
dom K-SAT gives a random Boolean formula which is the AND of m = αn
clauses, each of which is the OR of K variables chosen uniformly from
{+x1,−x1, . . . ,+xn,−xn}. The case of K = 2 is substantially simpler and
was established, independently, by multiple groups [11, 30] in 1992. It can
be analysed using a branching process analysis which gives the location of
the threshold. For K ≥ 3 it is believed to be in the 1RSB universality class.

The graphical representation of random K-SAT will be important. An
instance of K-SAT can be described as a factor graph, a bi-partite graph
(V, F,E) with vertices V ∪ F and edges E. The vertices V represent the
variables of the formula, while F represents the set of m = αn clauses. An
edge from vertex v to clause a is present if the variable v appears in clause a
in the formula. For each edge e = av we will also have an additional variable
Lav ∈ {±} representing whether or not the variable v appears negated in
clause a. While all clause vertices have degreeK by construction, the variable
vertices have a random degree which is asymptotically Poisson with mean
Kα. For the most part so far we have focussed on models on regular graphs.
The major additional challenge posed by the random K-SAT model is due
to the effect of neighbourhood fluctuations described in Section 6.6.

The phenomena of neighbourhood fluctuations is due to inhomogeneity
of the marginals of the variables. If +xi appears in many clauses but −xi
appears in none of them then xi is more likely to be + in a random solution.
When K is large, this effect tends to be small, most variables have marginals
close to 1

2 but any deviation is enough to cause the second moment method
to fail. Achlioptas and Peres [4] weighted solutions by λ raised to the power
of the number of satisfied literals in the formula. By choosing the right choice
of λ < 1 this precisely balanced the effect on marginals so that they remained
1
2 . This resulted in a major improvement on the previous best lower bound,

improving it to αs ≥ 2K log 2−O(K). However, the effect of adding in this
external field tilts the measure towards solutions with a biased distribution
and does not address the clustering of solutions so it cannot be expected to
reach the satisfiability threshold using this approach.

10.1. Clustering of solutions. As with order 1RSB models, there are
simple combinatorial representations of the clusters of random K-SAT. In
the frozen model variables can be assigned to {+,−, f} where +,− will mean
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that the vertex is frozen and free means that it varies within the cluster. We
will call a clause a forcing for a variable v if all other variables in the clause
evaluate to false. The frozen model can be described by the following set of
rules:

• Every clause with no free variable is satisfied.
• Each frozen variable is forced by at least one clause.
• Free variable are forced by no clauses.

An equivalent but particularly tractable representation by Coja-Oghlan and
Panagiotou [14] assigns colours {b, g, r, y} the edges av as follows:

• Green: If v is free.
• Red: If v is forced in clause a.
• Blue: If v evaluates to true in clause a but is not forced.
• Yellow: If v evaluates to false in clause a.

The colouring must satisfy the following rules. In every clause with a red
edge the other K − 1 edges are all yellow. In any clause without a red edge,
at least two edges are in {b, g}. Each free vertex is all green. A vertex frozen
to + has all its edges with a negative literal coloured yellow and all edges
with a positive literal coloured blue or red, at least one of which much be
red. For a vertex with frozen to − it is reversed.

The challenge in pushing a second moment method to the satisfiability
threshold is that the distribution of solutions depends on the local neigh-
bourhood but it is such fluctuations that lead to neighbourhood fluctuations.
This suggests dividing the vertices into types according to their neighbour-
hood. The depth R type tv of a variable v is the graph structure of B2R(v)
of the radius 2R ball in the factor graph along with the literals {Le}e∈B2R(v).
The clause type of a clause a ∈ F is the graph structure of B2R+1(a) of the
radius 2R+1 ball in the factor graph along with the literals {Le}e∈B2R+1(a).
With this definition the clause type contains the information of the vari-
able types of the variables in the clause. In a frozen model configuration, let
ωt,j denote the empirical distribution colours on the j-th edge of clauses of
type t.

An important step in this direction was carried out by [14]. They re-
stricted their counting to what they called judicious colourings such that
ωt,j = πt,j where π is a measure that may be specified. It is chosen such
that πt,j = πtvj , that is it is a function not of the whole clause type but

only of tvj , the variable type of the j-th variable in the clause. It is this
specification that avoids the neighbourhood fluctuations as the marginal at
a vertex becomes effectively independent of its wider neighbourhood. In [14]
this was performed with depth 1 neighbourhoods and achieved what was
then the best lower bound on the satisfiability threshold. To get a tight
lower bound [22] took a sequence of lower bounds as R → ∞ that converge
to the true satisfiability threshold. The choice of π is derived from survey
propagation.
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10.2. BP fixed point and 1RSB prediction. As the factor graphs
have both variable and clause vertices there will be two sorts of messages.
Messages mv→a from a variable v to clause a will take values {+,−, f} with
+ (respectively −) denoting that the variable is frozen and that value in
the clause including possible negations evaluates to true (respectively false).
Otherwise if it is not frozen then it is f . The clause to variable messages
ma→v take values {+, f} with + indicating that the edge av is forced by the
clause and otherwise it is f . The BP equations are

ma→v =

{
+, if mv′→a = − for all v′ ∈ ∂a \ v,
f, otherwise,

and

mv→a =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
+, if M+ ≥ 1,M− = 0

−, if M− ≥ 1,M+ = 0

f, M+ = M− = 0,

where

M± =
∑

a′∈∂v\a
La′v=±Lav

I(ma′→v = +).

Finally, each edge av much satisfy the compatibility constraint that mv→a �=
− or ma→v = f which ensures that there are no unsatisfied clauses.

The local weak limit of the graph is a branching process tree with alter-
nating levels of variable nodes having Poisson with mean Kα children and
clause nodes with K − 1 children and where each edge has an independent
literal Le. Let T be such a tree rooted as ρ and let T (R) denote the tree
truncated at depth 2R (meaning R levels of variable vertices). We will let

ρ+ denote a parent clause of ρ. In T (R) we set a boundary condition on each
leaf u setting them as frozen with probability 1

2 uniformly on ± so

(10.1) m
(R)
u→u+(+) = m

(R)
u→u+(−) =

1

2
, m

(R)
u→u+(f) = 0.

Then given this boundary condition let ηR = m
(R)
ρ→ρ+

be the message from

ρ to its parent. Then [22] shows that ηR converges almost surely as R → ∞
to a measure η which represents the probability in the limit that the root is
frozen to 1 in the random tree T . Let μα be the law of η. The interpretation
of this is that for a randomly chosen variable in a K-SAT formula, the
fraction of clusters in which it is frozen as + is random and asymptotically
has law μα. We can now define the 1RSB prediction for the random K-SAT
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model. Define

Φ(α) =
∑
d

pα(d)

∫
ln

(
Π+ +Π− −Π+Π−

)∏
j

dμα(ηj)
∏
i,j

dμα(η
±
ij)

−α(k − 1)

∫
ln

(
1−

K∏
j=1

ηj

)∏
j

dμα(ηj)
∏
i,j

dμα(η
±
ij)(10.2)

where d = (d+, d−) and

pα(d) =
e−Kα(Kα/2)d

++d−

(d+)!(d−)!
, Π± ≡ Π±(d, η) ≡

d±∏
i=1

(
1−

K−1∏
j=1

η±ij

)
.

In equation (10.2) Φ(α) represents the predicted free energy of the cluster
model. The first term is the effect of adding a new vertex with d± neighbours
with literal ± while the second come from removing, on average, (α − 1)K
clauses to maintain a constant average degree as the number of vertices
increases from n to n+1. The 1RSB prediction for the satisfiability threshold
is then

αs = sup{α : Φ(α) ≥ 0},

that is the highest density of constraints such that the cluster model has a
nonnegative free energy. The main theorem of [22] is that for large enough
K this correctly predicts the satisfiability threshold.

Theorem 9. The Satisfiability Conjecture holds for all sufficiently large
K at the 1RSB prediction αs. That is, for α > αs (resp. α < αs) the
probability of the random K-SAT formula with constraint density α tends to
0 (resp. tends to 1) as n → ∞.

The proof gives a sequence of lower bounds via the second moment
method with vertex types given by a radius R. First a preprocessing step re-
moves εRn vertices to remove the most problematic vertex types in a process
described in the following subsection. In order to achieve the satisfiability
threshold it is essential that εR → 0 as R → ∞, that is to achieve a tight
bound the fraction of removed vertices must be vanishing. The proof counts
clusters, encoded as colourings, that satisfy the judicious condition.

The empirical distribution πt,j is given as follows. In a tree with clause
a having clause type ta = t, let vj be the j-th variable in the clause. Then
root the tree at vj and put a boundary condition at depth 2R according
to (10.1). The distribution of the colouring on the edge avj then gives πt,j .
Note that by construction this depends only on the variable type, not the
full clause type.

When K is large, the πt,j will be very concentrated. Since the typical

degree of a variable vertex is of order 2K , the fluctutations are O(2K/2)
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which will typically have a negligible affect on the marginal. Typically

(10.3) πt,j(x) =

⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩

1
2 +O(2−K/10, if x ∈ {b, y}
2−K +O(2−11K/10), if x = r

2−K−1 +O(2−11K/10), if x = g.

Also typically the number of times the variable appears in the formula with
literal ± isK2K−1 log 2+O(22K/3). Such variable types are called nice. There
will be some non-nice types, for example those outside the giant component
of the graph but these are double exponentially rare in K.

10.3. Graph preprocessing. In this subsection we describe prepro-
cessing of the graph. As the full description in [22] runs to 3 pages we will
describe just the high level motivation. It is necessary to first remove a small
fraction of the vertices for a couple of reasons. One is to restrict to a bounded
number of variable and clause types by removing very large degree vertices.
A second is to ensure that the empirical distribution imposed on a clause is
in fact an achievable distribution. For example there are rare clause types

such that
∑k

j=1 πt,j(r) > 1 which is invalid as each clause may only have
at most one red forcing edge. Clauses that satisfy properties to ensure that
the distribution is achievable are called coherent. As R → ∞ the fraction of
coherent clauses rapidly tends to 1.

While, as noted above, most vertices are nice the fraction of vertices
that are not nice does not vanish as r → ∞. We cannot remove all the non-
nice vertices without shifting the satisfiability threshold. Indeed, perhaps
the most significant challenge in [22] is to construct a system that deals
with the non-nice variables. Instead we retain non-nice vertices which are
surrounded by sufficiently many layers of nice variables. In particular vertices
are grouped into enclosures such that each enclosure A is a tree of diameter
at most R/10 and such that for any v ∈ ∂A

(10.4)
∑

u∈∂A,u	=v

2−
101K
100

Ju,v+
K
100

d(u,v) ≤ 2−K/2

where Ju,v is the number of nice vertices between u and v. Such enclosures
are merged together and treated as a single compound vertex type. The vast
majority are singletons of simple vertex type.

For each fixed R a small fraction of the variables removed in this process
but the proportion will tend to 0. The preprocessing algorithm removes
components of vertices that are trees or have at most a single cycle and
any such configuration can be shown to have solutions. It will be assumed
that the removed variables do not satisfy the clauses they appear in so in
the remaining clauses which are of size K − 1. The number of colourings
on the remaining graph has rate function Φ(α,R) = Φ(α) − ε(α,R) such
that ε(α,R) → 0 as R → ∞ so for α < αs and R large enough we have
Φ(α,R) > 0. Thus it is enough to prove this is indeed the free energy on the
preprocessed graph.
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10.4. Optimization and sharp thresholds. The bulk of the proof
involves the application of the second moment method. It begins with the
preprocessed graph and conditions on the number of each clause type. The
proof counts the number of pairs of judicious colouring configurations on the
pre-processed graph and in particular shows that the dominant contribution
comes from configurations with an independent empirical distribution. It is
possible to show that most pairs of frozen model solutions are either almost
identical or approximately independent via simple a priori bounds. By con-
trolling the number of small perturbations of solutions it is possible to show
that the almost identical solutions make a negligible contribution. The ar-
gument then shows that most pairs of colourings have empirical distribution
close to a product measure on the singleton variable types.

To prove that the empirical distribution h that maximizes the rate func-
tion for the pair model we choose the clause type ta and edge j such that the
empirical distribution on hta,j is furthest from πta,j⊗πta,j (in an appropriate
metric). Let tv be the variable type of the j-th variable of clause type ta. The
proof resamples all the variables of type tv and all attached clauses, similarly
to Proportion 5. Since the local neighbourhood is a tree the distribution can
be given by appropriately chosen external fields, in effect Lagrange multipli-
ers. These are arrived at iteratively starting from the product measure and
then adding external fields to achieve the right distribution on the neigh-
bouring vertex types and to enforce the judicious condition on each of the
copies. These adjustments can be bounded to show that the resampled dis-
tribution h′ the distance from the product measure on edge type hta,j has
decreased by half.

When all the variables in the tree are nice there is an effective decay of
correlation of 2−(2−ε)K for large enoughK which together with (10.4) implies
the resampling bound required. Perhaps the most significant insight in [22]
is that by relative entropy considerations not much is lost in terms of decay
of correlation when there are non-nice variables whose local marginals πt,j
can be essentially arbitrary. The fact that we do not have to quantitatively
analyse the recursion through with these variables means that the proof can
deal with all neighbourhood types, an essential ingredient in reaching the
satisfiability threshold.

This implies that the maximizer is the product measure and that the
negative definite condition holds. Thus, the second moment implies solutions
exist with probability bounded away from 0. By taking large enough R this
holds for any α < αs.

The final element in establishing a lower bound is an appeal to the sharp
threshold theorem of Friedgut [26]. This states that there is a sequence α(n)
such that for any ε > 0 the probability that the random formula is satisfiable
with constraint density α(n) − ε (resp. α(n) + ε) tends to 1 (resp. 0) as n
tends to infinity. That is there is a sharp threshold in the probability of
being satisfiable around α(n). What is missing in terms of the Satisfiability
Conjecture is that α(n) may depend on n. The proof of Friedgut’s theorem
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lies in the abstract theory of threshold phenomena of Boolean functions
and so does not yield any information on α(n). Combined with the second
moment lower bound it implies that for any α < αs the probability of being
satisfiable tends to 1. Together with the upper bound from the interpolation
method, this implies the Satisfiability Conjecture for large enough K at the
1RSB prediction.
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